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Foreword

I am proud to present Japanese for Communication: A Teacher's Guide. Above all, this
guide provides a thoughtful and thorough model for curriculum development that is
adaptable to the wide variety ofJapanese language programs in Wisconsin and around the
world. Beginning with the publication in 1985 of the Department of Public Instruction's
(DPI) Guide to Curriculum Planning in Foreign Language, Wisconsin has advocated an
approach that emphasizes student proficiency in using a foreign language instead of simply
being able to talk about the language. This guide will help teachers of Japanese envision
how to implement such an approach in their classrcoms.

This curriculum also forms the basis for future teacher development. Both preservice and
inservice staff development will relate to implementing the vision for Japanese language
education embodied in Japanese for Communication. University teacher-preparation pro-
grams can use this guide to inform future teachers about curriculum goals, instructi onal
strategies, and suggested methods of assessment. It is my hope that this guide will serve as

a valuable resource for future professional development workshops, courses, and confer-
ences in order to continue the discussion and consensus-building that has begun through the
development of this guide.

The DPI is very grateful to the Japan Foundation for providing Wisconsin with the
services and expertise of Ms. Hisako Yoshiki, Japanese language advisor of the Japan
Foundation. Ms. Yoshiki brings to Wisconsin her years of experience teaching Japanese and
assisting teachers internationally. Ms. Yoshiki has worked with thedevelopers of the guide

since 1994, lending her knowledge and collaborating with Wisconsin's teachers both to
gather ideas and to begin the implementation training.

A special thank you goes to the Japan Forum for joining the DPI as partners by
generously funding the development of this guide. We are grateful for the support the Japan
Forum has given to Wisconsin's teachers of Japanese.

John T. Benson
State Superintendent
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Japanese as an International Language

At the same time that
they use Japanese to

communicate on a
full range of topics,

students should
learn the unique

perspectives of the
Japanese people as

they practice the use
of language in

culture.

2

This curriculum will help students use Japanese to talk about meaning-
ful issues. Increasingly, teachers of Japanese are recognizing that the
Japanese language is no longer limited to Japanese culture but is becoming
a means of communication in an international community. To reflect the
needs oflearners and the fact that most U. S. students will not use Japanese
to live in Japan, this guide is designed to teach Japanese as a foreign
language outside Japan, not as a second language taught in Japan.

At the same time that they use Japanese to communicate on a full range
of topics, students should learn the unique perspectives of the Japanese
people as they practice the use of language in culture. Two principles are
critical to this curriculum:

Japanese may be used as a tool for communication anywhere in the world
with people of different cultural backgrounds. Given such a context, instruc-
tion should focus more on the meaning being expressed than on cultural
restrictions in language usage, such as the correct use of honorifics.

In order to reach higher levels of proficiency, students need to develop a
sociolinguistic competence to be able to use Japanese correctly within
Japanese culture. The goal is to enable students to behave in a socially
appropriate manner when in contact with Japanese people in their settings.

Combining these two principles, the teacher will have a more tolerant
attitude toward beginning students' attempts at communication while
introducing students to the sociolinguistic competence that is critical to
improved use of the language.

In developing this guide, key questions were, Why study only one
culture? Why study a cultural phenomenon from only one viewpoint? This
curriculum should allow students to use Japanese to explore themes from a
view wider than that of a single culture but also to understand the Japanese
view of those themes (National Standards, 1996). For example, students
may explore the concept of family from many cultural perspectives through
the medium of the Japanese language while simultaneously gaining in-
sights about Japanese families, information that is usually not available in
other classes.

Broad Goals
With these points in mind, this curriculum is guided by the following

broad goals. These goals are addressed to the student to establish what he
or she should know and be able to do as a result of instruction based on this
curriculum.

Develop a Personal Rationale for Learning the Japanese
Language and Culture

Express the value of knowing Japanese language and culture.
Develop effective language-learning strategies.
Show effort to apply beyond the classroom what is learned.
Examine cultural stereotypes.
Explore similarities between Japanese and U.S. cultures.
Understand one's own culture by examining another culture.

11



Speak with Native Speakers in Increasingly
Complex Situations

Develop vocabulary and structures needed to communicate at various
levels of complexity with the proper level of formality.

Speak the language with accurate pronunciation and intonation so that
it is comprehensible to native speakers.

Understand and use nonverbal signals (body language).
Recognize the existence of different levels of politeness.

Develop Reading and Writing Skills in Authentic Japanese
from the Beginning of the Program

Read and write hiragana and katakana characters directly, without the
use of romanized writing.

Recognize meaning of essential kanji.
Focus on recognition over production.
Learn kanji according to survival needs within content themes.
Read to meet daily needs.
Read for the main idea and, depending on language level, understand an

increasing amount of detail.
Skim for meaning at different levels.
Perform appropriate tasks using authentic materials.
From the beginning, learn basic writing conventions, such as stroke

order, and horizontal and vertical writing formats.
Write to express one's own ideas.
Write with increasing attention to accuracy and with increasing com-

plexity.

Survive in a Japanese Environment and Fulfill Basic Needs
Purchase food.
Function in shopping situations.
Secure shelter.
Use various means of transportation.
Function in a classroom.
Use Japanese for socialization.
Understand and use language in emergencies.

Understand and Appreciate the Uniqueness of
Japanese Culture

Know and use culturally specific behaviors.
Understand cultural background in the use of language.
Demonstrate knowledge of basic geographical facts about Japan.
Demonstrate knowledge of Japanese and Japanese-American contribu-

tions to art, literature, music, drama, and other fine arts, and their influence
on Western culture.

Be acquainted with significant events or stages of Japanese history.
Be aware of the main religious and philosophical influences on Japan.
Understand the political, sociological, technological, and educational

aspects of contemporary Japan.
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The Need for this Guide

Beyond providing a
common framework
for instruction and

assessment, this
guide will help

teachers organize
their own instruction.

Currently, enrollment for Japanese in Wisconsin's schools is growing at
a faster rate than for any other language. In Wisconsin, a wide variety of
Japanese language programs exist, as do teachers with widely varying
backgrounds and preparation. These programs face several difficulties.

Programs vary in the length and continuity of their instruction. Some
programs offer kindergarten through twelfth grade instruction. Others
offer instruction from grades 6-12, grades 9-12, or only two years of senior
high school.

Within some districts there has not always been a clear curriculum to
connect pre-high school experiences to senior high courses.

Textbooks and other resource materials are limited and vary in their
quality and usefulness.

An effective means of transition between secondary and university
programs of Japanese does not yet exist.

The Japanese for Communication curriculum will help in addressing
each of these difficulties by creating a consensus on what students will know
and be able to do through a local district's program ofJapanese instruction.

While this curriculum is an outgrowth of the current needs of Japanese
programs in Wisconsin, it will also help other states that are at similar
points in developing Japanese language instruction. The purpose of this
guide is to provide these diverse programs with a cohesive framework and
common goals.

Beyond providing a common framework for instruction and assessment,
this guide will help teachers organize their own instruction. Typically,
teachers let a textbook organize their instruction, allowing it to dictate the
content of their teaching. Teachers using this guide, however, are no longer
confined to their textbook or its sequential presentation of content. This
guide's cohesive, yet flexible framework allows teachers to systematically
incorporate content from their text and other resources, but these need not
dominate or direct their course. This guide will enable teachers to make
more conscious decisions regarding their curriculum, assessment, and
instruction.

Philosophical Base of the Curriculum
The curric lum begins with clear statements of what students will be

able to do with the language they are learning. These statements, or
outcomes, show language in use. From these outcomes, examples of what a
student might actually say have been generated. Finally, from these sample
expressions, the inherent linguistic structures are identified. This order of
development matches student motivation to learn a foreign language. In
contrast, traditional curricula start with a prescribed sequence of language
structures, generate sample expressions (often organized into unnatural
dialogues), and finally declare what students should be able to do with
language.

4



Developmental Language Levels
The curriculum is organized under four developmental language levels:

beginning, transitional, intermediate, and advanced. These terms refer to
program organization and curriculum organization. They do not correspond
with the Proficiency Guidelines of the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL) (1986). The terms have been chosen to avoid
using numbers to label the levels, which would send the message that a
developmental level is learned in a year of instruction. Experience indicates
that students rarely accomplish what is described in a text for a level in one
school year.

This guide is built on the principle that the language (vocabulary and
structures) and context (themes) are reintroduced and practiced in new and
more in-depth ways across language levels, with students able to demon-
strate increasing understanding and fluency. Language acquisition is not a
sequential process of mastering one piece of content before moving to
another.

The broad objectives for each level are summarized as follows:

Beginning Level. The overall objective is to be able to discuss various
topics from a personal perspective, participate in simple exchanges of
information, describe basic elements of the theme under discussion, and use
basic expressions in a culturally appropriate and socially polite manner.

Transitional Level. Characteristics include a beginning ability to ma-
nipulate the language elements that the student knows, to creatively use
the language, to apply the language in less-controlled situations, to begin to
describe cultural phenomena, and to begin to use language to express more
original ideas, such as opinions and concerns.

Intermediate Level. The general objective is to show more manipulative
control over the language, being able to deal with spontaneous changes,
discuss issues (not just concrete situations), show more control and depth in
narration, and show more originality in written expression.

Advanced Level. The broad objective is to carry on a discussion in depth
and detail, express understanding of the form and substance of Japanese
culture, function in a broad range of real situations encountered in Japan,
persuade others, substantiate opinions, and hypothesize.

The expectation is that by completing this curriculum in a K42 program,
students will be able to reach an intermediate level of proficiency as
described by the ACTF'L proficiency guidelines.

Program Models and Adaptations
Connistency across a variety of programs is increased by the common

vision, common goals, and common outcomes of this curriculum. Whether
students experience some instruction in middle school, an immersion pro-
gram in elementary school, or three years of regular instruction at a senior
high school, they will be working toward the same goals and developing the
same attitudes and skills. Students will not end up confused by one experi-
ence in romaji, another all in hiragana, and another with no attention to

5



By adapting this
curriculum to the

amount of time
available for

instruction, the
various stages will

connect and students
will experience

continuous progress
along the continuum

of proficiency.

Rather than
requiring a student to

translate a set
paragraph about

school, the question
to ask is, Can a

student describe his
or her school?

6

writing. By adapting this curriculnm to the amount of time available for
instruction, the various stages will connect and students will experience
continuous progress along the continuum of proficiency. As one example,
the beginning stage could be the curriculum for a K-5 program, or for grades
6-8, or the basis for the course in grade 9 and part of 10.

The design of this curriculum will, therefore, support a variety of pro-
gram models. The four language development stages might be adapted to K-
12, 6-12, or 9-12 programs as shown in the following chart:

Level K-12 Design 6-12 Design 9-12 Design

Beginning Level
Grades

K-5
Grades

6-8
Grades

9-10

Transitional Level 6-8 9-10 10-11

Intermediate Level 9-10 10-11 11-12

Advanced Level 11-12 12-Postsecondary Postsecondary

Such adaptability also allows students to begin the study ofJapanese at
various points in the school program. Because the focus is on what a student
can do in the language, there is less specificity in which vocabulary a student
must know. Rather than requiring a student to translate a set paragraph
about school, the question to ask is, Can a student describe his or her school?
If the student can do so, then he or she has accomplished the goal. The
teacher does not have to force all students in a course to know exactly the
same vocabulary as a prerequisite; the students should be able to function at
a given level or stage by demonstrating their ability to use language within
the functional range of that course.

Program Articulation
This curriculum can provide the start of a dialogue between university

and K-12 programs, with the goal of informing university programs of what
K-12 programs are able to teach. Hopefully this will insure smoother
transitions for students from elementary through university instruction.

To ensure that this curriculum will provide substantive preparation for
students who may want to continue their study ofJapanese beyond their K-
12 education, the structures and skills included in the curriculum were
checked in several ways. Native speakers identified the structures included
in the sample expressions that students will use to show achievement of the
language outcomes. These structures were then compared to the contents of
several pre-college and college level texts, and to the Japan Foundation
Proficiency Test (levels 4 and 3). This comparison suggested that students
who successfully complete the Japanese for Communication curriculum
should qualify for a course more advanced than the initial university course
in Japanese. University students in their first year of Japanese study may
cover some items that will not be included in this curriculum; however, the
depth of skill development should allow students who complete this curricu-
lum to successfully function beyond a beginning course.

15



This guide advocates a longer period of exposure for so-called totally
foreign languages, as is suggested in the National Foreign Language
Center's A Framework for Introductory Japanese Language Curricula in
American High Schools and Colleges (1993). Students in the U.S. bring little
knowledge of or experience with Japanese culture to the Japanese language
classroom. It is important to establish familiarity with the cultural back-
ground in order to successfully learn a foreign language.

The unfamiliarity with the language structure and writing system also
means that learning Japanese will take longer. Students studying Euro-
pean languages for four "years" may reach higher levels of proficiency than
students spending an equal time studying Japanese. The Foreign Service
Institute (Omaggio, 1993) makes this point clear in its comparison of the
time necessary to achieve a similar level of proficiency in various languages.
Spanish and French are placed as Level I languages and Japanese as a Level
IV language for U.S. senior high or university students. This means that
U.S. students require 480 to 720 hours to reach the intermediate level of
proficiency in Japanese compared to 240 hours to reach intermediate
proficiency in French.

Therefore, beginning students need to spend more time in a recognition
phase, but not to the exclusion of other skills. The question is one of
emphz'sis, meaning that instruction with beginning students should focus
more on listening and speaking but without neglecting beginning reading
and writing.

Learning Japanese in the U.S.
Learning Japanese in the U.S. is different from learning Japanese in

Japan. Some of the challenges to learning Japanese in the U.S. differing
from those found in the more commonly taught languages, such as French,
German, and Spanish, include the following:

cognates that often are transformed beyond recognition.
the complex cultural code embedded in the Japanese language, such as
gender-specific speech.
age-specific speech.
honorifics based on hierarchy and the in-group/out-group concept.
uniqueness of the Japanese writing system, including
the use of three integrated nonalphabetic scripts.
the need for training in handwriting.
differences in the "skill mix" relationship of reading to listening and

speaking, including
the immense gap that exists between the spoken and the written lan-
guage, compared to the direct relationship among listening, speaking,
reading, and writing in European languages.
the fact that reading comprehension of kanji does not guarantee oral
production.
the need for making technology available for students and teachers, such

as computer programs to assist with writing.
materials (texts and authentic materials) that often require adaptations

to make them comprehensible to students.
the need for materials and tasks that reflect the special interests of U.S.

students.

7
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Characteristics of Effective
Foreign Language Instruction

Because of the uniqueness of the Japanese language, this curriculum
also calls for a shift in the way that Japanese is taught. Proficiency-oriented
instruction matches the philosophy behind this curriculum. The National
Association of District Supervisors of Foreign Language (NADSFL) (1991)
guidelines listed below, identifying characteristics of effective foreign lan-
guage instruction, are a good summary of this philosophy. The guidelines
provide a basis for common understanding and communication among
evaluators, observers, and practitioners in foreign language classrooms.
Because of the unique characteristics of Japanese, this guide has added
some unique methodological considerations for teaching Japanese to the
original NADSFL guidelines. These adaptations are printed in italics.

The teacher uses the target language extensively, encouraging the
students to do so. The classroom atmosphere created by the teacher is crucial
to encouraging student production of language (speaking and writing) as
well as to developing comfort for student reception of language (listening and
reading). This atmosphere is created when the teacher models authentic
language from an advanced level of proficiency.

The teacher provides opportunities to communicate in the target lan-
guage in meaningful, purposeful activities that simulate real-life situations.
The use of authentic materials, such as Japanese menus and train time-
tables, is both motivating, supportive of students unfamiliar with the lan-
guage system, and suggestive of future applications.

Skill-getting activities enable students to participate successfully in
skill-using activities. Skill-using activities predominate:

Time devoted to listening, speaking, reading, and writing is appropriate
to course objectives and to the language skills of the students.

Culture is systematically incorporated into instruction.
Culture needs to be more broadly defined in the foreign language class-
room, to include not only the target culture, but also to involve the student
in sharing and examining his or her own culture.
In order to become proficient in using the Japanese language, students
must acquire the Japanese culture as well. Language must be learned in
its cultural context.
In teaching culture, a balance between contemporary and traditional
culture should be maintained.
Brief culture capsules need to contain a language element, and language
needs to be presented in its cultural context as much as possible.
The teacher uses a variety of student grol. pings.
Most activities are student-centered.
The teacher uses explicit error correction in activities which focus on

accuracy, and implicit or no error correction in activities which focus on
communication. In both cases, broad program goals and expectations of
specific activities must be clear to students.

Assessment, both formal and informal, reflects the way students are
taught.

Student tasks and teacher questions reflect a range of thinking skills.

17



Instruction addresses student learning styles.
Students are explicitly taught foreign language learning strategies and

are encouraged to assess their own progress. Such learning-to-learn skills
provide students with a greater degree of independence.

The teacher enables all students to be successful. High teacher expecta-
tions for all students are seen as a key to student success. The teacher
provides opportunities for students to achieve the course goals.

The teacher establishes an affective climate in which students feel
comfortable taking risks.

Students are enabled to develop positive attitudes toward cultural diver-
sity. The goal is to recognize and understand cultural differences both inside
as well as outside the school. Part of this goal is to develop conflict resolution
skills.

The physical environment reflects the target language and culture.
The teacher uses the textbook as a tool, not as curriculum.
The teacher uses a variety of print and nonprint materials including

authentic materials. The presentation of authentic materials in Japanese
poses a unique challenge. At times, simulated versions of authentic materials
may be necessaiy to provide support to the beginning reader.

Technobv, as available, is used to facilitate teaching and learning.
The teacher engages in continued professional development in the areas

of language skills, cultural knowledge, and current methodology.

Format of the Curriculum
The format is designed to establish a focus for instruction and learning.

Rather than providing lists of structures and vocabulary to memorize, this
curriculum sets clear goals for teachers to plan daily lessons and for
students to chart progress toward proficiency. The guide identifies major
themes to organize instruction and to provide a context for instruction.
Specific outcomes describe what students will be able to do with Japanese at
each developmental level. Assessment activities are suggested to illustrate
each outcome. From this base of language in use, the curriculum provides
sample expressions, their linguistic structures, and vocabulary to assist
teachers in planning lessons.

Instructional Themes
Themes provide an ongoing framework around which students develop

their skill in using Japanese. The framework consists of 12 themes or
meaningful content areas. Most textbooks and curricula treat themes as
topics that are introduced and exhausted at one exposure in one year. This
guide focuses on the continuous progress of students, purposefully repeat-
ing the thematic focus at each level of instruction. This allows students to
review and then build on their prior knowledge within each theme. One
example is to introduce vocabulary for the immediate family at the begin-
ning level and then to expand the vocabulary to include extended family
relationships at the transitional level.

lcD
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The focus throughout
this guide is on

realistic, authentic
situations.

10

Some themes may work well together, as when a teacher designs instruc-
tion to teach from two themes simultaneously. One such pairing could be
Home and Community being taught with Self, Family, and Friends. Differ-
ent combinations may seem appropriate at different levels.

Some themes are overarching and should not be taught in a single unit.
Such themes work well and naturally together with other themes. The
themes of Means of Communication and Japan and the World connect with
other themes, and most logically will occur throughout the year. The
outcomes of Means of Communication are more process-oriented and,
therefore, could be met while focusing on the content under another theme.
The outcomes of Japan and the World are also designed to be integrated
with every teaching unit. Japan and the World is not a single unit to be
taught and then set aside.

Expectations of what students should achieve in each theme increase as
the outcomes and contexts are reintroduced from level to level. In the theme
of Home and Community, for example, the context of "What housing exists
in a neighborhood?" at the beginning level leads to the context of "What
differences in housing can be attributed to geography?" at the transitional
level and to the context of "How does a community change over time?" at the
advanced level. Figure 1 provides a listing and description of the themes.

Outcomes
Outcomes are clear statements of what students should know and be able

to do. Detailed outcomes are provided for each of the twelve themes for two
tu four levels. Because of the thematic organization of this guide, language
functions (such as making a request) are not listed as a separate element.
Rather, language functions are embedded in the outcomes. The guiding
principles for choosing these outcomes are that the outcome is meaningful to
students; represents an authentic, functional use by students of language;
and can be assessed. The focus throughout this guide is on realistic,
authentic situations. This desire is balanced with the motivation of being
able to communicate similarly te one's functioning ability in English.

It is advisable to repeat outcomes either in the same theme, but at
different levels, or in different themes. Vocabulary and, even more impor-
tantly, linguistic structures need to be reviewed throughout a program. The
application of vocabulary and structures in other themes or wider contexts
is a sign of increasing proficiency.

The outcomes correspond to the students' linguistic ability at each level.
There is no prescribed number of outcomes per theme or level. From level to
level, the outcomes ask the students to show higher levels of language
proficiency. The teacher will clearly see the match of each outcome to
suggested assessment activities and, further, to the context, sample expres-
sions, and structures.

An outcome may actually be used as the basis for two or three groups of
sample expressions. Some outcomes may be first expressed in listening and
speaking terms and later be more closely linked to developing reading and
writing skills. In such cases, a new set of expressions may not have been
added.

1 9



Figure 1 II
Themes

Daily RoutinesTwo levels
Students learn to talk about their day-to-day lives and the cultural shaping of routines, such as meals,
school routines, and use of free time. Students also use language to deal with changes in routines.

Home and CommunityFour levels
Students focus on describing their home, neighborhood, and region. Issues to explore include the
description and preservation of plants and animals in their natural environment, and how customs and
attitudes change over time and across cultures.

Japan and the WorldFour levels
This theme asks students to explore how cultures affect each other, including the sharing of words and
customs, and how the past affects the present and future.

Leisure/Free TimeFour levels
Students discover similarities and differences in how young people use their free time around the world,
how culture influences these choices, and how to perform various activities.

Means of CommunicationThree levels
The focus in this theme is on using different means of communication, such as phones and answering
machines, fax machines, e-mail, handwritten notes, and business cards. Students practice using active
listening techniques and different writing styles matched to the purpose and the medium.

My Body/My HeathFour levels
This theme includes using language to report feelings and emotions, as well as to learn about healthy
habits and cultural influences in making choices.

Rites of PassageFour levels
The context explored is important points of transition in a person's life, including such milestones as
births, school graduations, permission to drive, employment, marriages, and funerals. Students use
language to learn how these events are observed and how customs associated with such events change
over time.

Schools and EducationFour levels
Students learn about the elements of school culture, how education is structured, and how to function
in a school setting.

Seasonal EventsThree levels
In this theme, students understand and learn to participate in the various activities or celebrations that
are associated with different seasons of the year.

Self, Family, and FriendsFour levels
Students learn to talk about and with family members and friends. They explore how different cultures
define the range of what constitutes a family and the roles and responsibilities of different family
members.

ShoppingFour levels
The context for practicing language skills under this theme is making purchases, the variety in stores,
shopping habits and attitudes, and advertisements.

Travel and TransportationFour levels
Students use language to travel for a wide variety of purposes, both day-to-day and recreational. This
theme focuses on creating the attitude of an explorer rather than of a tourist.

,
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An important aspect
of assessment is that
it gives the student a

sense of what is
valued in language

learning.

Language becomes
real and useful as
they explore topics

suggested in the
context.

12

The development of kanji is ongoing, so sometimes the recognition or
production of kanji for a particular theme is listed as an outcome. This
reinforces the importance of contextualized and appropriate assessment of
kanji.

The outcomes will be realized through careful lesson planning, selection
of appropriate methodology, and student involvement in learning. The level
of specificity is sufficient for the teacher to envision various implementation
ideas without being so specific as to produce only one possibility. Teachers
should pick and choose the appropriate content for any given course,
supplying detail as they see fit in order to help students achieve the detailed
outcomes.

Suggested Assessment Activities
In order to clarify each outcome, an assessment activity is suggested

(Brown, 1995). This gives the teacher a sense of what level of performance
is expected of students to show successful achievement of the matched
outcome. The outcome establishes what a student will be able to do; the
assessment describes how and how well the student will demonstrate
achievement of that outcome. An important aspect of assessment is that it
gives the student a sense of what is valued in language learning. The
description of the expected performance helps the teacher to plan the
classroom instruction to lead to success in the assessment.

The assessments try to show the variety of ways in which assessment
must take place in order to match various student learning styles. Assess-
ment must go beyond paper and pencil tests or textbook-generated quizzes.
The assessment activities incorporate use of listening, speaking, reading,
writing, and culture skills. The goal is to blur the line between assessment
and practice, encouraging teachers to look for opportunities for assessing
students rather than relying only on formal test events. The suggested
assessment activities may be viewed as examples of both teaching strategies
and assessment strategies that will help a teacher to implement the Japa-
nese for Communication curriculum.

Context
The context is best described as an area for exploration. The context

provides a clearer focus for the teacher's lesson planning, helping teachers
plan classroom activities. The context gives the teacher and students
questions to investigate, thus embedding language functions in a cultural
and situational context. Language becomes real and useful as they explore
topics suggested in the 'context. Using the language through these ques-
tions, students should be able to show achievement of the outcomes for that
theme at the given level. Sample expressions and vocabulary provide a more
detailed look at how students will use language in each context.

Language must always be taught in a context, not in isolation (Omaggio,
1993). Foreign language educators have focused for too long only on teach-
ing or testing the language pieces rather than employing them toward a
larger purpose. Students start to connect language components through a
meaningful context. Language outcomes are more generic; the context is

21
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more specific. The outcomes and pieces alone are not meaningful; the
context connects them in a meaningful way. That context must come from a
conscious decision that considers what is helpful, valuable, useful, and of
interest to the student. Obviously, students functioning at a higher level of
proficiency are able to go into more depth in a given content area. This is
reflected in each theme through the increasing sophistication of the context
from one level to the next.

Culture
The goal in teaching culture is to create empathy through shared

experience. Instruction must focus on cultural similarities as much as
cultural differences. The attitude to be developed is that of an explorer, not
a tourist or traveler, in which students understand the "why" behind
attitudes and actions within a culture.

The culture elements in this curriculum are not prescriptive, rather the
goal is to teach culture study skills and attitudes. For this reason, this
curriculum contains less cultural detail, such as a prescribed culture
curriculum of kimono, origami, and sushi. At upper levels, students will
understand such cultural phenomenon from a deeper level of knowledge
through various experiences and exposures over the previous years of
instruction. This curriculum stresses the importance of students learning to
use the Japanese language by using it to discuss cultural themes that are
more international than monoculturally specific. The danger in teaching
only Japanese culture is that stereotypes may be reinforced.

Culture is found in language; language infuses culture. Culture is not
static but adapts and evolves. A prescriptive listing of culture would have
several problems. Authentic culture is constantly changing, outdating any
listing as it is published, and a listing could not be exhaustive nor responsive
to the materials available to the teacher. Students need personal experi-
ences to verify their increasing cultural knowledge, so lists of culture topics
would not be appropriate in this framework. Some of the suggestions for
appropriate cultural content surface in the suggested assessment activities
and in the sample expressions. Even in the vocabulary section, certain
topics of related culture become clear. Culture is embedded throughout
Japanese for Communication, surfacing in the language usage and in the
teaching through the context.

A goal of this curriculum is that teachers will examine what they teach to
make sure that they are not reinforcing stereotypes. Often the decision on
what aspects of culture to teach is a question of degrees. Taking off one's
shoes on entering a home is still important to most Japanese. Ignorance of
this could put the student in an awkward situation because this cultural
phenomenon is tied to a value system that runs deeper than simple custom.
However, wearing a mask in public to cover one's nose and mouth when
suffering from a cold is not such a critical piece of culture to learn because it
may be a changing attitude that cannot be dealt with as an absolute.
Teachers need to examine their cultural content to decide the appropriate
means of reaching the broad goals and objectives for each level. This
curriculum provides a structure for the systematic presentation of a broad
spectrum of cultural information and experiences.

The attitude to be
developed is that of
an explorer, not a
tourist or traveler...
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Sample Expressions
In order to achieve the outcomes and to carry out the assessment

activities, students need language components. These components consist
of expressions and their corresponding structures. The expressions included
in this curriculum are samples of the language a student might use to
achieve each outcome.

As much as possible, the sample expressions represent authentic lan-
guage, or what might naturally be said or written in the contextualized
situation. Students will use expressions similar to these examples in order
to demonstrate the outcomes for a theme at a certain level of language
development. The expressions have been selected based on what situations
U.S. students will encounter for using their Japanese. The expressions
support and follow the order of the context.

Each expression is given in the formal style, which is the desu I masu
form. For beginning students, the spoken and written forms learned will be
the same. At more advanced levels, however, the distinctions among various
registers of spoken and written language need to be introduced. Likewise,
kanji are included in the way that they would naturally appear, not
necessarily representing what students will write.

A similar consideration has been given to the level of honorifics to be
included and to the degree this should be taught for U.S. students. For K-12
students, awareness and use of some levels of keigo is helpful, but study of
the full range of uses is appropriate for later study. The goal in this
curriculum is that students will feel comfortable using the appropriate
desu 1 masu style and comprehending honorifics as specified in the outcomes
of the themes. At the same time, as well as honorifics, teachers should
consciously incorporate the less formal style used with family and peers as
appropriate and necessary. To support this, some samples in the less formal
style are provided in the resource section.

Sample expressions are handled at the sentence level, or in the form of a
question and answer, or as a statement and response. These expressions can
be adapted to other situations as students become comfortable using differ-
ent vocabulary.

The list of sample expressions is not exhaustive. The teacher should
select other expressions and structures of a similar level in order to create
more comprehensive teaching units. To help the teacher make such choices,
a more complete list of functions, related expressions, and their embedded
structures is supplied in the resources section of this guide, including some
expressions in a less formal style. Teachers need background knowledge to
recognize the appropriate use of these less formal expressions by gender and
age. Specialized knowledge is also needed to note the differences between
oral and written language patterns. Teachers should use their own exper-
tise to make decisions on teaching these formal expressions.

Structures
After providing sample expressions, this guide identifies the linguistic

structures embedded in these expressions. A generic list in the resource
section summarizes the breadth and depth of structures that are part of the
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curriculum. Through each theme, the structures are practiced across each
level. This reassures the teacher that necessary elements of the language
are being used a nd taught. The purpose of the sample expressions and
structures is as much to help the teacher as to provide a vehicle for

articulation.
Placing structures within the context of a theme insures that they are not

taught in isolation or for their own sake. Structures are always a means to
the end, which is communication. Structures are chosen on the basis ofhow
they support the set outcomes. Structures are not taught at a single point in
the curriculum, rather they are reintroduced throughout the themes at a
given level and across the various levels in different themes. Students will
show increasirg sophistication and control ir ,heir use of structures overthe
course of the curriculum.

Orthography
Proficiency in the use of kanji is an ongoing task. Throughout this

curriculum, kanji are used in natural expressions. To emphasize the au-
thentic nature of the expressions, kanji are not placed in an isolated list but
incorporated into the vocabulary section at the end of each theme or within
the sample expressions of each theme. Designating which kanji are to be
introduced in which sequence would not fit the philosophy of this guide.The

same kanji may appear at several different levels and in several different
themes.

For this guide, kanji have not been selected from a predetermined list,
since kanji must be learned in a context. The choices have been made on the
basis of what students need to achieve the stated outcomes and to show an
increasing level of proficiency. The kanji used are those needed for survival
in communicating what is essential within the outcomes and the language
context.

Teachers should not consider teaching every kanji by level as they appear
in the sample expressions or vocabulary sections. Rather, the kanji shown
give examples of how kanji are used. Kanji are sometimes listed as an
outcome in order to give importance to assessing students' increasing
control of kanji.

Since written Japanese is so complex (even for native Japanese who

continue to learn new kanji through the twelfth grade), U.S. students
should begin their study of orthography from the beginning level concur-
rently with the other skill areas.

Vocabulary
At the end of the descriptions of each theme, suggestedvocabulary for the

entire theme is provided as a resource for the teacher. The list provided is
not prescriptive, but is a beginning to help the teacher in developing lesson
plans. The selections are made to suggest some of the breadth and depth of
content to be included within each theme in support ofthe language context.

Wisconsin teachers of Japanese contributed to the list by suggesting
vocabulary they are using or want to know in order to use Japanese in the
given theme. The vocabulary listed at the end of each theme is not designed

Structures are
always a means to
the end, which is
communication.
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A communicative
curriculum allows

student choice in
vocabulcu7y because
the emphasis is on

the student picking
up the language tools
needed to express his
or her own thoughts.
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to be a required list that students must memorize. Students will develop
control over and memorize many of the words given; however, students are
not expected to know all of them. A communicative curriculum allows
student choice in vocabulary because the emphasis is on the student picking
up the language tools needed to express his or her own thoughts.

Another criterion for selection of vocabulary for this listing is to provide
words that are not easily available to non-native speakers, words not readily
found in most bilingual dictionaries. Like culture, vocabulary needs con-
stant updating. The vocabulary resource list will prove especially helpful to
non-native speaking teachers ofJapanese. Teachers have said that access to
contemporary vocabulary and expressions is difficult without frequent
immersion in Japan.

Vocabulary is categorized to help the teacher access information. The
organizing principles are language functions or topical categories. Levels
are not specified, as the teacher's materials and priorities will play a part in
selecting vocabulary for a given course. By not assigning vocabulary to each
developmental level, the message should be clear that vocabulary needs to
be constantly reinforced. Words learned early on in one's study of a language
are still going to be used later.

Resources
One of the components of this guide is a section of resources. The purpose

is to help the teacher, especially the non-native teacher, by providing
vocabulary and expressions that are not easily obtained and can only be
learned through immersion in Japan. These are not required elements of a
curriculum, but are support for the teacher.

List of Functions and Expressions
The generic listing of language functions (Scarino, et al., 1988) and

related expressions in Japanese has been created to focus on what students
might say to accomplish a given language purpose. The idea is not to move
from a language function to the grammatical structure used in expressing
that function; rather, grammatical structures should be taught within
functional language use. The function of requesting requires certain struc-
tures, for example, te form of the verb + kudasai; however, a lot more verbal
and nonverbal expression is needed to fulfill the language function. So, in
thi9 curriculum, a composite list of functions and corresponding expressions
is provided. Generally, the expressions are given in formal style. But less
formal equivalents are provided as necessary and appropriate.

General Vocabulary
A list of general vocabulary is also provided in the resources section. This

is vocabulary that has been pulled from the various themes, vocabulary that
is repeated and used in more than one theme. This listing supports the more
thematically related vocabulary found at the end of each theme.
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Overview of Format

Themes
The twelve themes of this guide are content areas for focusing student learning anduse ofJapanese.

Levels
Each theme spreads across two to four language levels: beginning, transitional, intermediate, and

advanced.

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

Outcomes describe what the student
will be able to do with the language.
From level to level, the student is chal-
lenged to achieve increasing proficiency
in using Japanese. Selection of out-
comes has been made on the basis of
rea1 and motivating applications for
language use.

These activities describe how the student may demon-
strate successful achievement of the outcomes. They are
equally appropriate as learning activities or as opportuni-
ties for assessing student progress. Outcomes may be
demonstrated in more than one skill area (listening,
speaking, reading, and writing).

9
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Language Components

Context
This provides critical questions as areas for exploration. Through the context, the student has a
purpose for learning and using Japanese. Cultural topics are not specified, rather content is sug-
gested that will match both the student's linguistic ability and cognitive development.

Sample Expressions Structure
These statements, questions, or rejoin-
ders represent natural language that
would be used to achieve the purpose
described in each outcome. The expres-
sions further clarify what students
should be able to do with the language.
The masu and desu forms are used.

Drawn from the sample expressions, these are general-
ized structures to show teachers how knowledge of struc-
tures moves across levels from awareness, to a manipu-
lative ability, to a secure usage of a given structure.
Structures are reintroduced across levels. The dictio-
nary form of verbs is used.

In the representation of structures and expressions, the following symbols are used:

= sentences
= words or phrases
= a number

A.:/B: = an exchange between two people

Vocabulary
This listing suggests some of the breadth and depth of content appropriate to each level of a theme.

Vocabulary derives from the context and sample expressions, and gives examples of what students
might use to demonstrate achievement of each outcome.

(SI 21



Daily Routines

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Actis ities

1. Student describes (orally and in A. Student interviews classmates to find out their
writing) daily routines of self and daily routine and summarizes the findings of the
others. survey on a chart.

B. Using pictures of daily routines on separate cards,
student interviews a partner and puts the pictures in
chronological order according to the partner's daily
routines.

Student describes how often
others perform various daily
routine activities.

A. After interviewing another person, student
reports on the frequency and time at which that
person performs various routines (such as always
exercises, sometimes eats breakfast, and so forth).

22
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Daily Routines

Beginning Level

Language Components

Sample Expressions Structure

fc31141Z.-.E.8g-TV.

TAlg81\114*1::Z8g-4".

qvigurugvr3+wa-un-c-cro

fl13473`13-543Z-CMglfg-To

E841,7:5/\40g1.
5-L/tn-a-g-0 -trlzps, gyz&leamv-.
nisscAlog-g-vo {s3o:g.g'1J'o

noviitawptniiliutiv\a-g-0
ERg-413`.

B:54')t,

Al/A1J1,1-...)tEBCZE.8g-4.0
BV\ vata-n:138.T0

time 1)\175 time g-C

#3y-u,st3

time 131 place -C

sports

place /"\

./J\0

someone

cg<

period of time rj..#1A1
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1111 Daily Routines

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student explains how his or her
routine is similar and different to
another's.

A. Student listens to recorded interviews or reads
about Japanese teenagers' daily routines and records
key details of each person's routine on a grid. Student
then provides information about his or her own
routine and provides a comparison.

2. Student makes alternative
plans when his or her daily routine
causes a conflict or is interrupted.

A. Using the phone, student suggests and agrees on
a new activity when partner tells of a conflict with a
regularly planned activity.
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Daily Routines

Transitional Level

Language Components

PereenaI experiences
at changes occur dePending op Mesil situation or age?

What behaviors or practices are prohibited or allowed at home, at achool. and in
society at
Daily routines of a teenager

What do teenagers do in school?
'What do 'teenagers'do Outside of school?
What *thing is'Apprepriate and customary?

Differenceain,daily routines
What differences are Caused by age?
What differences are caused by occupations?
Whafdifferences are rooted in culture?
What differences are due to changes in society?

Sample Expressions

-t844D-F-11531,1-1q+3ZIES8gff.

TMCRIatia-81351)%(0g-To

laWagfilEAD-ala-To

a'41+0)Tgl.fttis<-C7KR-C-g-.

A:u'ElEfJ8gl..ct-50
B:-,E31E7710)l/v
?IOW Brsi3X---C.T.

Structure

place

place 1E-D<

organization cca 1,1D

Adj (i) stem <g
Lict

-li'13

opia5MIG1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1111 Daily Routines

Vocabulary
Time

UZ
ckZ

LJGt-56t,\

morning
noon
night
evening
daytime
now
before
a long time ago
in the future
future

Meals
l./ < L2, AS meals
EnaA, ME meals/cooked rice

breakfast
ZYZ L-.1Alu tgAM lunch
11/t/E:lah, ii'ON dinner/supper

breakfast
lunch

KD 5 L. < 91 supper
)(b Li cK < MA late-night snack

snack
5Nb A tea

counting unit by container
71J4') 9 second helping

WE< ZIE preparation
L73`711 '*A-1\111 clean up

6 MU plate/dish
rice bowl

Bathing
rJ

LS\ 3

97S/l.
t-D

-17

1J

shower
IRE bath

towel
E0 soap

shampoo
rinse

Words Related to After-school Activities
al(i)(7:ZL/Liv> t-34c."L lessons taken after school

(nonacademic)
cram school

72/1/1\-f H part-time job

Bedding
&LA) futon (bedding)

bed
sheets

t 5 iS" blanket
< pillow
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Descriptors
atu,, (4) pretty/clean

(4) 1*I.1 (tt) convenient
tS1r:A., (4) ) inconvenient
Mt Li EL> same

Verbs
Z65 R-5 to wash
V/Z to bathe
d3131< pg< to polish/brush
8131-AZ to change
"D ilFZ to make
L.< (i.SNL/u) < ('filal) to spread

< re< to work
<*D6C to relax

to play at leisure
to rest

Miscellaneous
1E5 \73N-D daily life
IE -D8 diary
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Home and Community

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student demonstrates
knowledge of greeting and leave-
taking practices.

A. Student identifies the hierarchical relationship
between speakers in a conversation involving
greeting or leave-taking.

B. Given a time of day and/or situation, students
greet each other appropriately.

2. Student describes an
environment familiar to him or her.

A. Student describes any special characteristics
about his or her home or school.

B. Student answers questions on a survey related to
the basic characteristics of his or her community.

3. Student expresses familiarity
with the environment, and plant
and animal life.

A. Given a verbal description of an animal, student
identifies the animal.

B. Student describes the name, color, and habitat of
a plant or animal.
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Home and Community

Language Components

Context

Beginning Level

fsaptlibt P*1#0.r. *le

tar 11 *WO exist 11:x a aighhorhood?
(114441010.1K)

,

- 10(-.' s -- ,-;:,..,

410 Ota
;100.010%

What theyest
Wh,.ekeid.6 Om liver
What aiiraala araindigehoua?
What.anialalaa0-popalar aa pate

Sample Expressions Structure

A: ii\-D-c8g-g-0
B: o-C6 LJ val,10

A:
B:

.

A: Ttie:Ogo
B: 4f1107,--,g00

lArtrel8g.T.

10

f/i0-51g1J11,15.5"-C-To Adj + N

EVEDVOgI.
551aV211 l'i05587-g% NON

A:3aPhla:ggiDIMO-VD`0 place 1:.-1J1
BAR *ffl inM137VrE LV3,5 . L13\L13\-4L

Adj (i) stem <-C, Adj (na) + N
B:0144,91:3ft< -011/YrckL

onomatopoeia

ID.K*101-Elant3`t':19.-CV*0

c3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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111 Home and Community

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student relays or follows
directions to a location,

A. Student writes directions from school to his or her
home, including important landmarks and
descriptors.

B. Student follows directions to locate a desired
destination.

2. Student describes his or her
home and community,

A. Showing a picture or drawing of his or her room
or residence, student describes its contents and
surroundings.

3. Student exhibits culturally
appropriate behaviors and
expressions when visiting
Japanese homes.

A. Students perform in-class simulations of customs
practiced in Japanese homes.

B. After watching a demonstration of various home
activities, student contributes observations and
completes a multiple choice assessment on knowledge
of appropriate behaviors.
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Home and Community

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Cities or,.00mnl uiti
at 0X4.41.701$ of,tiarAporta 0, t,

,1,4(08'thoui?
i commercial, residential, industrial, au4 ieereatial'iOilities exukt

HOixiipg
eek in; housing can be attributed to eultu

Etiiietti4 1u' eine aud.co*nu .-
e the socially aipoOtitt be avioi,01.

we, the cUlturalbedeteruskue4 Iiiaetiees?
How-have 4: SW Oisiettees chan4i4 over e?

Sample Expressions Structure

iRii`6's*Vg-CtlirCES-To place/3\6 place g7
EtlIJILIEVVO

OS lElgiAETfiNtMEISV -D 7, =.5eciaBrk-1J-_-: 7
DV')

E3S0)-5&_-__LVM1g, t
N'Y FIOTIE8 EVV0g*To

V7 77 0±1LID7n, 1g1". 0)5
EI7e)h,<Ic:80.

nt:i.cb La-T.

Dg1347ctilt 07-411,

LLJO
VL'AtgliglAto

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NI Home and Community

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses familiarity
with the environment and the
cultural connotations associated
with plant and animal life.

A. Student reads a folktale, either in Japanese or in
student's own language, and then writes a folktale in
Japanese depicting animals in their environment.

2. Student describes the region or
nation in which he or she lives,

A. Student creates a brochure of a region or nation of
his or her choice for Japanese visitors, including
population, special events, character, and climate.

3. Student describes preferences
concerning the environment in
which he or she lives,

B. Student writes an essay on a favorite place, such
as a room, a park, or a country, and relates what he
or she likes to do there and why.
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Home and Community

Language Components

Context

Intermediate Level

ala and tbeir, habit* *ate
depitted in literiini,e end folkiales?

,#008 for 0414 aro aoiMils 4044'in differentTul

&human ohareeleriaiiii,of a region ar nation;
PeOPOloPs.exist*Ooiomunities?

at ereatea a, region's. lifestyle'?
at inakeaa oorountoit3( or,region desirable or undesirable?,

What makes a eommuhity or region unioine or well known?

Sample Expressions Structure

owlznonzi,19
-r PIXtVi-uictt

Anan5OOA--e,
Vg--C-To

7>0.1)3Zffi918MLL.:.1g.2:3. 9T-To

place R.: N

#0)
Adj (i) stem <

1P-C

Relative clause + N
/P3

fa:ffVJVctOYCPT8 .0Y-C

Adj + N

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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El Home and Community

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student reports on family or
community history,

A. Student writes an historical or biographical
report based on information gathered through an
interview with a member of his or her family or
community.

2. Student draws hypotheses and
predicts outcomes related to an
issue,

A. Student studies an issue selected by the class
and presents, in written Japanese, a prediction of
the direction that issue will take and what role an
individual can play in the issue.

3. Student uses Japar --se to
support opinions,

A. Students work in groups to create a dream home
and then organize and present an ad campaign to
sell it to a potential Japanese buyer.

B. Students work in small groups on an assigned
environmental or community issue and take a pro or
con position to research. They then discuss their
position with members of a group taking the
opposing view.
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Language Components

Home and Community

Advanced Level

Context

co ronnitios,
nit gvea i'perion a senee of being a member of a family and of a community?

'WhatknoWlidge of the ,Past dOes one learn through family and community?
* licw'does a man-mud ';schangooVer time?

Community cOncerns >

What issues are important today locally, regionally, and internationally?
How and *hy does the focui of an issue change?
What factors affect one's attitude on an issue?

Sample Expressions Structure

419:319204/3\13195041:113'1171/3

fang

+11E1J, ov-fflATOP.37-C-_-5-C-g-c,

itiMATAId. 61EZE, tre-__57ElaL A/a C

NO.MfOL'ab \LAZT2,r-Q0g.T.
fiSt#1JEClirctl/rtg4(0gtiv.
WITE-Tcg(0, ict/\'<t<cg--5CUglig
-D.

twom-§-0

V.rii-,1L4-0DM'1,11,1t1,11/1R-1-0

time 1P3 time IZ.:1)`ITC

country

7,-;a1L

12Ig
Lnt-5

Adj

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IIII Home and Community

Vocabulary
Parts of the House
(i)
/\)(b

-C71/12:

1J\

F=7

/A \PIA)
1E13\ ti 1

13` Lip
\-bta-56
IIAMVu

/`.v..>
Ucg<L75/}

ct-5g

C-0)g

bcg51::

Exterior
111-031r,--1C

7R

LPOE/Z1f-9

"5=5"

Furnishings

8,,g5tt:O/FLJ'2)1J--
VF.

Uhtat

,1l)
0.1

36

house
room
hallway
roof
ceiling
wall
door
window
floor
stairs
upstairs
basement
attic
entrance
living (family) room
kitchen
dining room
toilet
place to wash face
place to bathe
bedroom
children's room
Western-style room
Japanese-style room
closet
tokonoma (alcove)
Japanese sliding door
sliding paper door
tatami (floor mat)

brick
single family dwelling house
apartment
condominium
garden
fence/gate
garage
balcony/veranda
terrace

chest of drawers
dresser
bed
bookshelf
sofa
table
chair
desk



EAt'D
1-7*IePi

71-1)851:iF
TAAAJV
1-3Z-1308

ictVL.

< 8
WIJ58
People and Places in One's Neighborhood

idM
gsi.t

ai.tOOL/Z/u0A,
la/vCb

<-41TO
MqAt
<k*Ito.Y0

hUVJVJ
7j,(53
a4VJ
r_<V3

T.t\b

L/1-5.21

105U/v8<
8/L,E5

".57(91JUL.5

57=g-1.-

L.,:g5Z/v7A1
f-Hb
51PA
C5L1%,:t5

00A/00

MR
ME
MTE
WME
(fEWE
)p)45E

ME

03M

NM

A5tW.
Mgfita

Ran,
ftGit

tTit
TM

'J'A/71%

zabuton (floor cushion)
table with heating system
heater
air conditioner
television
VCR
stereo
curtain
picture
lamp
microwave oven
dishwasher
stove
sink
refrigerator
cupboard
washing machine
dryer

neighborhood
shop
shopkeeper/salesperson
bookstore
pharmacy
drugstore
confectionery store
fruit shop
bicycle shop
camera shop
florist
butcher
fish store
bakery
coffee shop
restaurant
police box
police
post office
bank
fire department
crosswalk
parking ramp
department store
supermarket
high-rise building
shopping mall
mall
underground shopping mall
factory
gym
sport club
golf course
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Natural Environment
LiffArViu8c:K 5 Wasre..0 natural environment
VJg II mountain

ocean
0 < A land
l A D i I I river
3-COL5,3-). Mil lake
el 2 marsh/bog

sky
t 0/1d/u10/1, o/a4 forest
g-YD 40 Ai 4 jungle

Animals
\ttliNL5/Si'D T3VIIM wild animal
L10 * bird
i3' < g& domestic animal
r) Liz cow/cattle

horse
L'...V) sheep
19 Jig pig
=r3 1--- U Za chicken
995 r whale

wolf
97 P bear
9 R tanuki (raccoon-like animal

-12j-'9-7 7Z 114

native to Japan)
badger

75--( 9-7 raccoon
2'3> skunk

U squirrel
rabbit

D7 F. ii robin

Plants
1,05 111: cherry

bamboo
-VI.V l'A pine
9 2wit1 dandelion

oak
Z25--. 4, maple

birch

Family-related Terms
core family

8/titinli3N-'< -1-.1-VeR three-generation family
father's side

Ialavrt. en mother's side
---111.1 --* of-descent

Environment-related Terms
1/IL.,8 sm consciousness
YJN/1.8 ck 5 tAir5) ittriza environmental problem
8 /011, 15 Ntlffi acid rain

ozone layer
td-Diel,15106 Ni*ffi4 tropical rain forest
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#51,0

Tita
clo&R

*11

c t

580-5
(gE:

VI,

/VAN

Descriptors
LiVil (a) UV (4) quiet
1E8'0/3' (4) busy/loud
-5-3< LAA beautifIll
aiElickt,\ dirty
8t-Lts (g) clean

em/YE4(.,\ sunny
ZWE'9i3ct)Ztil (EllOVAR.,(/ not sunny

/-tiffiti (4) g-'r (4) safe
tbtilt)< (4) iga (4) troublesome/annoying

Verbs
to live

VjcZ (55) ..LVZ to get in the house
to interrupt

LiptUXTZ to excuse oneself
g 55tZ to protect
"D< 1q< to be attached

5-4-Z 1..1f1J "4- to utilize
ict < alg< to cry (animal sound)

egI.6 to become extinct
to break/destroy

< to be lost
'"DtbZ WOZ to collect

to decrease
.ftZ to increase

it to be sufficient
I.Sv< 4-Z to be short of

to progress
tAltfu (V-Z) NA (4-Z) to improve

ultraviolet ray
resources
recycle
items not needed anymore
used items
reutilization
recycle
energy conservation
energy
utilization
shortage
earth
protect
sanctuary
habitat
pollution
air pollution
change

Miscellaneous
ligia

3)-/-00

story from the past
folktale
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Japan and the World

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student applies rules of
Japanese pronunciation to
Japanese words commonly used in
English, such as karaoke, sake,
ramen, kimono, and futon.

A. Student pronounces the sounds of the Japanese
language accurately and identifies the romanized
representation of those sounds.

2. Student deduces meaning of
many words borrowed from
English and written in katakana.

A. Student selects correct object when given a verbal
cue.

B. Seeing the word written in katakana for an object,
student draws the object.

3. Student describes the degree of
cross-cultural influences, such as
music, commercial images, diet,
fashion, and language, on a
society.

A. Throughout the year, student watches the press
and media for reports on Japan and brings articles to
share and summarize in class.

B. Student identifies words borrowed from the English
language in contemporary Japanese music or
magazines.

4. Student identifies and
challenges stereotypes while
developing cross-cultural
understanding and exploring
universal human values,

A. At the start of the year, student creates a poster
depicting his or her own images of Japan. At the end
of the year, student lists differences of his or her
current view of Japan compared to his or her view at
the beginning of the year.
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Japan and the World

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

Culture . . .

How are elements Oolie culture borrowed by another culture?
How do things dAttpge, as they-move from onnoulture to'anotherZ

. .

Stereotypes
What creates stereotyl;es?
What changes stereotypes?

Sample Expressions

g-

Structure

OtOVD-g-D-Ca-).a:50 #V*D

t5-111g-DZ<7;:::1/1.,

Z_-_CDACOM[Klgf[Jc-C-g-t)_`.

a Dli Lrt.

r59n-j
r Liw./J Ot(alb3"-C.
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Japan and the World

Transitional Level

Outcome3 Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student demonstrates
knowledge of the names of
countries, languages, and peoples
around the world,

A. Student completes a chart with missing
information on the nationalities, languages spoken,
and city of residence of several people from around
the world and within Japan. The instructor serves as
the provider of information, responding to oral
questions posed by the students. Answers may be
recorded in English.

B. Student records the names of nations, languages,
and peoples on a world map.

C. Student writes the name of an individual on a map,
indicating where that person is from in response to
teacher cues.

2. Student describes the degree of
global interdependence of nations
for food and other resources.

A. Student answers questions based on a map of the
world containing import-export data.

3. Student shows awareness of the
dynamics of Japanese culture and
draws comparisons between the
Japan of the past and today's
Japan.

A. Student identifies sentences as true of the Japan of
yesterday or the Japan of today.
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Japan and the World

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Geograp
How are potai bouMrie s different from cultural and economic boundari&

asa language come 'robe spoken' irt a particular area?

Change
ow'slitalor or rlifterout is past culture from present culture?

Sample Expressions Structure

:/gMtiaig-4".

'39/11-Cfa liftTAgt

Elaa,
aillaL513-Cl/3.

2su 9 1J 01WaRT-To

/)`131-1"

EivantmOtruffilErg".
4V.I;VdIgEMS-C

place-Cla

NON

70
L.51.3

1_,KD-DLA

place Vi3
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III Japan and the World

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student draws conclusions from
statistical information on a given
global social issue.

A. Using charts, maps, and reference materials in
Japanese, student works with a partner to locate the
information needed to complete research requested on
a task card (for example, compare five countries on
population density).

2. Student predicts or describes A. Student writes an essay entitled, "In the Year
the future. 2010."
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Japan and the World

Intermediate Level

Language Components

ne V dicollp cell cultures
or different is rreeent culture from predictable future culture?

Sample Expressions

Aooffig,tialtgLE-_--c-g-vo

Apf-Joa)mgmtwataLco< bO
21TROT59.3LAATFVT2. LEL Igg-/J`.

Structure

73\

Adj

Lnt-5
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Ill Japan and thc: World

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student reports and draws
conclusions from statistical
information on a given global social
issue.

A. Student makes a presentation using charts and
other visual aids to illustrate the issue and support
conclusions drawn.

2. Student reads and summarizes
articles in Japanese on cross-
cultural conflict or societal
concerns within Japan.

A. Student summarizes main points from an article to
the class and facilitates questions and comments.

3. Student demonstrates
knowledge of international
interdependence and shared global
responsibility.

A. Student discusses daily news from an article he or
she brought to class or accessed from a computerized
news source.

4. Student applies problem-solving
skills to facilitate conflict
resolution.

A. Student participates in a role-play of a meeting of
parties involved in a contemporary conflict and
strives to negotiate a settlement or resolution. A
conflict involving Japan and another nation would be
most appropriate, but others may be considered.

B. Student explains his or her interpretation of why a
certain misunderstanding occurred, what cultural
expectations were present, and how what transpired
varied from those expectations. Student can draw
from a personal experience or respond to a situation
presented in class.

5. Student exhibits knowledge of
key political, historical, and
cultural figures in Japan's past
and present.

A. Student researches and role-plays the personality
to the class, responding to students' questions and
relaying important information so students can
complete a summary form.

6. Student shows understanding of
the dynamics of Japanese culture
and draws comparisons between
the Japan of the past and today's
Japan.

A. After hearing dialogues, student identifies them as
being from contemporary Japan or from the Japan of
yesterday.
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Japan and the World

Advanced Level

Language Components

Context

J

a a qiture lieen infigariced -by xlain
t Tirt l'Efueat,e allalOng t1Wf:!PItFel

Sample Expressions Structure

eStIEZL, CONOMRAVE(OOMMla
1=W/t5T-T.

C=057V6XMtWA/u-COZCLMVID Cct
WT.

tuzv>moamvc_nutanLvwcrcRa tU L
71.4)11V.Z-Cbck.5.

ICATOMMTZ/tOM1-0-4.W8reZLM --JX8

ELELOMOMNIZ:g.SAMOCMT -tttoca
WVXVJTT.

EXt7JaCLIanOOMOgWe4t0CL-Cq --Cg4WCUJ:5V
ao-c5v.
MgrMIT,LATJUtE'Dt4Ola",E14 L-Dtv)Or.
C5Ci-d-DTUglAt.

0:1AM.=Ni OCtM-D-COWTV. 0CL
latlEkt-DttOttOTMUZ<.
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I Japan and the World

Vocabulary
Japanese Words Used in the U.S.
)j"5- 7V7

("1 ffi
W-g

ig) St
9131,3-3- IfittA5

L.515x 2:1%
&LA/
-4-8)08 180-8
-CO\-58 PkitA

U.S. Words Used in Japan
/V../D:*1
5 9Zt
1:37D:IJ
1--L/W.1

1--Fr.)9
E't-fDt
D 5

-Fta77A.RiA
7K1".1,
7-1A

72-f5-1A

Nationality/Language

757)1L>A

6"io5C_'<
605E.'<uh,

/3VIJC<L72/1\.PiA.

48
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clQgg

karaoke
sake
sushi
kimono
origami
tofu
futon
sukiyaki
teriyaki

personal computer
tape deck
air conditioning
sweat pants
hamburger
hot dog
pizza
coffee
cr'e
orange juice
sound
debut album
popular music
trend
combination
coordination
item

Mexico
Mexican citizen
Spanish language

Brazil
Brazilian citizen
Portuguese language

Japan
Japanese citizen
Japanese language

China
Chinese citizen
Chinese language

Korea
Korean citizen
Korean language



9-f
9-f Wu 9-f

17))0))3/31-DLAD5E111 '37)(1_17385M
'37 >4 1J 731.:Vu 77.>0J73)..

7S-7.1-51JTA
-AAA::

73:/-9.l://eu 7D1'9*A
.t1/1E1*/ Xii5/7-5>ME,
14-f '.2)

iiiLi

-02)

-3 .) 7-7.:/X1E

-f
-f

.775E7PE: 775

Trade/Economy

IOC* (TZ)
01..100 (-TZ)
KIAD05/*Uo-DMOTE

(iarsz)
(caz)

t8*
t8i088
licg<tOct5

10 ck -5

131C 5 Oh/

151011,

1:lai1-t(A (0))
13%1C.<-t0
12.8*.510-D

/v13`

-C1, \ID`

WRfg1M
iA (TZ)

(-TZ)
toliA/ififfi411

(la:gZ)
((:4Z)

E [13

E8fpLA

lgt+1131

WIN)

513E
MM2For

N
91,

g081-0
Rit

El

Thailand
Thai citizen
Thai language

The United States of America
U.S. citizen
Great Britain/United Kingdom
British citizen
Australia
Australian citizen
English language

Canada
Canadian citizen
English/French language

Germany
German citizen
German language

France
French citizen
French language

Israel
Israeli citizen
Hebrew language

Egypt
Egyptian citizen
Arabic language

trade
trade friction
import
export
trading partner
deficit
surplus
oil
oil crisis
food
raw materials
processed food
automobile
parts
electric appliance
made in Japan
foreign made
rate of self-sufficiency
change
growth
decline
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Political Terms
<

C.< a.mitt,v3vD

Ch/1:2,10et<

b C.<
th/ WI) b <
la-D-Ch/LL:et5E:.<
ta
1-1()105

fj` <
t-L/V5 et

'0/V./lab ct
/SI< Lf

iSA
tf1/18h/

*Ift-tlft
tO

thf8ct
Life Span Related

(7.51U11J\ \-btlit
im,18A,L>03-}, 5
7=,:hitlft
C> tlf
1,110et-50
th/tElf

bet-56(ft

'tb 111h)

Geographic Terms

8/Ztlah)811) 5
a).7ekai-lah/8 (9) -5
tr-:010 <

igh,L
<11/L5
betL.5

/\b
Igh)5

50

131W1.

EUA
(SEMI&
W*)j

HE
5taltCS
Rad±.

#

mr63
t

it
f3

;E3

ftlff
:MR4

AO
AMMO
rAtitin±"a
iRIW(575

MON

3d4

people
national characteristics
people's lifestyle
income
gross national product (GNP)
military power
per
major countries
industrialized nations
developing nations
the # (ordinals)
tendency
comparison
growth
social security
social welfare
tax
burden
finance
running for a position
election

population
population growth
aging society
average life span
male person
female person
medical cost
problem
issue
future
after World War II
recently
rapidly
social phenomenon

map
world
Northern Hemisphere
Southern Hemisphere
continent
island
peninsula
archipelago
islands
bay/gulf
shoreline
desert
plain/open field
valley



wltp
flid$.kb< UJ

UJ

1I/V\l/Icg5
xn3T

OcC5 ).1(111

)1jc

History-related Terms
#t1A8 It'te

ick6l)i=211
Wg'z'Mit

/3`g< Nowt
a-P[1,5ft
ElAYo%tt

Ult8
Political/Historical/Cultural Figures
L,cg5t<W1J
ti-38U80
37-s-ttcgIOLt

L<V400-g-

7)N<LAIlg<0
tat,gggkl)5
ZOL:Thu05
LicC54-)Th05

Oritn
MOO

121H**
l'Agg*
MOM
1:k4.'sPaf3
EC15kX1'
EiffiX2

Natural Resources/Agricultural Products

F-r>EDD
DDT

Ucg<r_<
*4-0/v/Si'D

T-DZI5t8

t810
t8tctiv

Verbs
itct

YVADIJI

A*4

E383

ftICT
EA

e&wg-,6
fEtu5

que0.

mountainous district
mountain range
volcano
Pacific Ocean
Atlantic Ocean
Indian Ocean
North Sea
iceberg
glacier

century
era/period
Nara period
Heian period
Kamakura period
Edo period
Meiji period
ruins

Prince Shotoku
Lady Murasaki
Shogun Yoritomo
Francisco Xavier
The first Tokugawa Shogunate
Basho
Hokusai
Manjiro Nakahama
Emperor Meiji
Emperor Showa
Akebono

food
corn
cocoa
dairy products
meat
products from the sea
mineral resources
uranium
diamond
oil
coal

to rely on
to develop
to surpass
to make progress
to improve
to grow
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Leisure 1 Free Time

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses his or her
preferences of leisure activities,

A. Given pictures of different leisure activities,
student selects one and expresses whether he or she
likes it or not.

B. Student summarizes class survey, making
comparisons about its results (for example, A likes
skiing, but B does not, and C likes tennis the best).

2. Student describes personal use
of leisure time.

A. Given information on a Japanese young person's
leisure activities, student describes similarities and
differences, including where, how often, and with
whom the student performs the same activities.

3. Student demonstrates an
activity, using phrases and
gestures to bypass complicated
vocabulary and structures.

A. Student explains an action (such as swimming or
painting), using strategies and key descriptive words
including "about this big," "lightly," "this way," "more
or less," "quickly," "like this," or "not like that."

4. Student makes arrangements
with a friend to engage in a leisure
activity, refusing or accepting
appropriately.

A. Student calls a friend on the phone and invites
him or her to participate in an activity. The invitee
either accepts or refuses.

B. Student compares his or her schedule to a friend's
s-ffiedule and negotiates when to meet for a given
ai :tivity.

5. Student orders a meal from a
menu.

A . Student role-plays either the wait staff or a
customer, asking and answering questions with
expressions commonly used in restaurants.

6. Student participates in a simple
Japanese game.

A. Student plays a simple game using Japanese
conventions for choosing teams, assigning team
names, keeping score, cheering on team members,
and so forth.

7. Student deduces key
information from authentic
documents.

A. Student skims and scans a poster advertising an
event (such as a sports festival, movie, or club
meeting) to determine the date, time, location, cost,
and so forth.
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Language Components

Leisure/Free Time

Beginning Level

Context

uth
'es are u

are the pr
ReoPle in atih nvitatiort?

Description Ofintere
What inflteiu does pulture have on how one's abilities are discussed?

:4joycd VVhich ere inpre .cultUrally speCific?
ustenis ter ParticiPating,in various leisure activities?
others to join iuleisure activities, and how does one respond

Sample Expressions Structure,

filla5-.:=21n-T8T-Te catvg-8

9-7.fula-&-5g
P-T8Tfag-tiv0

N N
place-C

period of time 1,71#7n1

517 ri t.-117.5.
77K-11,IJg1-0 Z.: -5 V3

517v 1.--tag<11g-D-C<1Z:.0,, Adj (i) stem <

EB41::5-=D time place-C

BAE3(a5cg -3 L.

E:51-5/\ L
va/u11/1)-CLNA5.4Z0g1.. 50

NiDIZto tok-zo v

1.91,1gti,!

Eata3R3EICABB4WV3T-1-0 time 13\13

713500P3T-1-.
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111 Leisure/Free Time

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes steps in a
simple sequence.

A. Student explains in Japanese how to play a simple
children's game from his or her own culture.

B. Student puts together a recipe.

2. Student skims and scans
written script or text to find out
specific information.

A. Student skims and scans the sports page of a
newspaper to find scores or results of recent games.

B. Student skims and scans a newspaper or
entertainment guide to determine the details of leisure
activities.

C. Student reads a chart or survey on how people
spend their leisure time and summarizes the results
in spoken or written form.

3. Student expresses preferences
to various activities, describes the
degree to which he or she can or
cannot participate in various
activities, and gives a reason for or
against participation.

A. After student creates a list of excuses, he or she
takes a card illustrating an activity and explains why
he or she can or cannot participate in that activity by
selecting an appropriate excuse.

B. Student decides on a leisure activity and gives
reasons for the choice.

C. Student writes a short composition on how he or
she spends his or her leisure time and why.

4. Student politely gives, accepts,
and refuses invitations,

A. After picking a card describing a person, student
writes a short note of invitation based on the person's
status and age.

B. After picking a card describing a person's status
and age, student indicates acceptance or refusal of an
invitation from that person.
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Leisure/Free Time

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

PIO). tf4Teitiala
aexpressiotè An4cp,stow

Oa** 411,14W
oviiti*Ol_i14 age,,cultur* faxnly and eaviroinuent'liatipuce'onO's Usi of free ti4u4

t_isliorts ar.:4,ecriurage4.or practke4.*:a culture or ren9 '
t typ of eutertedrimout are gogialati, in Vaiiaaa agiaaapa 'and va

culturaU !pRropr4Ite for, ISldrz.g'arraugements fcir"

ous cultures?

Sample Expressions

taci.zbiz:c>vi-urmi-c's

1,21g0/3<1.,Lit E-H

71r-7./Mag-To
9-h-f72 >1`.)Ii1145M

-00901.--s6±81dEla-Ccb-D-COVT.

ifirrtlEckL, ql:_1an1OAODA9Peffif3'

/7'-1--lagtOMEil '00,11P-5 lirc_<ttOg

=-5-elaxmvulovi-3, L.R ct

113 31Mt M3`.

-'0falat5.K

Structure

tat:4v:

tttL-C

--t;k13



11 Leisure/Free Time

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student explains a leisure
activity,

A. Student gives an in-class demonstration of a
personal hobby or activity.

B. Student selects an object used for a leisure
activity (such as a kendo stick or baseball bat) and
spontaneously gives an oral explanation and
demonstration.

2. Student interprets for an
English speaker.

A. After listening to a live presentation about a
favorite pastime, student asks questions for
clarification and summarizes presentation for an
English-speaking audience.

3. Student demonstrates
awareness of popular personal and
professional leisure activities in
Japan.

A. After writing a survey to find out how students
spend their free time, student conducts the survey
with U.S. students and Japanese sister school
students via letter, fax, or video, and then analyzes
the similarities and differences.
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Leisure/Free Time

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

e form of an invitation differ according to status, age, or gender?
onion politely accept or refuse an invitation?

Leisure activities
*- What leisure activities are enjoyed by Japanese people of various ages?

How have popular leisure activities changed over time?
How do leisure activities change when adopted by another culture?

Sample Expressions Structure

E.0Y3'L\CANOnla-pl,1-C-MAL,M4.0

Z
R,2) f--CE5g

4.0

iZ:01# Vt

if-rD

(by means on

./l/709571a, COck5C

fE131Jafr,taR, 1R6CM0±11M-T0 rciga

Offlgbgt062a0/tra.
7X6/-:-JIM-DTWI/g00A,7-44a.

1)`6`(cost)

is
tivo

P-Tarikct/tgAtickz_-_LIaforc-q-v. Adj (na) E:

firsuvcm-pkti3, Llurct-C

fain`72/1/R-f rckia-iy

iall:SOMPEt<'131,11E8M-473`. period of time 1::#L43V-u
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1111 Leisure/Free Time

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes a leisure
activity in detail to a Japanese
person who may not be familiar
with it.

A. Student selects a picture of one of various kinds of
leisure activities and describes in detail what is
involved, including any cultural connotations.

B. Using a chart, visual, or manipulative (such as a
school yearbook) related to leisure activities, student
explains the activity (such as school clubs) in a
presentation or lecture format to communicate
information.

2. Student writes a multi-
paragraph composition on leisure
activities.

A. Student writes a composition describing an ideal
family vacation in the past or the future.
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Leisure/Free Time

Advanced Level

Language Components

Context

Ure activities
baj leisnre activities are not common among the people of %Japan ?

w $.14a apanae and tia`'atildents!'ase Mine Uwe ainiPal" and difrecen
enceo ones choice- ot how to celebrate a holulay

ammo one's choice of vacation plans?

Sample Expressions Structure

cowLta[a*iciatzti;uwoy-ciarArc .--clautxcL,,-5v/12.6:573,0

Ei-ciaYsi-3417,--LaNLEtulm-§-0

6f-E4)ZfElaiigEZYC

c7-3.73-)-(31-t (potential) kal

Relative clause + N

E7.0)17LODEUng-Tli<MEIAlfg-TtP0)47.3 1:.. Ock-51ZiaZ
ictUg*To

E.:r1S:laXPIV:A51-4-ZLI,151,1/1c13310g-To ..LtA5N

LiurctqC/IITMEITZ-ITtiEtts1MV-V. tat --5
SaglEfi<ELrc: -t51-

-t5"-C1-0

frELIA-D-CtaIM6V re:L2.11,1-4". N 1)11,11gA,

1`45R, WIC-Cr#113tiVii-TZ-51,7_4Z1J`ti.frtg-th, .-51,71-sZti`tUrtrA
ta.
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111 Leisure/Free Time

Vocabulary
Games

1(17.E:7--D

-CDU-5

IcaDLZY

1- 5
714/9

)3
Hobbies

Reading
<Lic g

ki Arcot, ctt-D
t)

ovrt
Tiva
VulY

LifurSilv

Music
Wti1J'< 13\ fu cz

0
71E'll5 (71-v")

Movie
XIAV

.Y3 3

t-7=2S

Sports

F=1

t:/5
60

i'
fAlf

Et'

892Le

(38

it (when playing a game)
blindfold
jan-ken (paper, stone, scissors)
hide and seek
tag
ironbar
swing
jump rope
video game
deck of cards
kari.ta (Japanese card
game)
card

hobbies

reading
novel
detective stories
fairy tale
story
biography
comic book
magazine
newspaper

music appreciation
rock music
popular songs
jazz
classical music

movie
thriller
documentary
nonfiction
science fiction
romance
music video

sports
skateboard
roller-blade
skiing
skating
scuba diving



/\'XT

sy

-4-t5
1/AiL5
l)gx)
V6Z
110
'cb isc, -5

37)(1J)j>71!) H

Leisure Activities
ck(..15

\13gOlgtO (t&ii)
a '97J k

MILicg<
Z5Z)7
Places

1181.),,K

Eating Out
.)<=

tplict<

/ \Zs)/ 7j_ :;.) ,211

K:1)5)
S...7=v910..C-510
9-00ct50
Cooking

EUct

M`J--

2 V
LU (t1W)

gRM.1..3

1190A2

P4V

tilZ5*

ITE13

D;US

basketball
tennis
football
volleyball
sumo wrestling
kendo
judo
karate
pro wrestling
baseball
hunting
American football
team
cheerleader
snowmobile
motorboat

traveling
hot spring
mountain climbing
musical
concert
traveling with family
auto camping
eating out
karaoke

park
movie theater
theater
hall
restaurant

menu
sushi restaurant
soba restaurant
Japanese food
yakitori (chicken kabob)
coffee shop
hamburger shop
French food
Chinese food
ethnic food
Thai food

egg
sugar
salt
pepper
shoyu (soy sauce)
miso (soybean paste)
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vinegar
il.:(7.2 1.11AV flour

baking powder
/ '5)' butter
/ t7=5 vanilla

oven

Lessona
95 class
LitY.:./ lesson

ballet
dancing

E'72.1 piano
9 guitar

abacus
foreign language

L5 < glal registration
cost

11-DLPcb Jii; monthly fee
Plilri IAA meeting fee
MIU1A/I)C:Ig "ziat member
nxt,Itillul.., ct-5 'EAR member's identification
ct .511 1 flYN preparation
IS<--5 NO clothing/attire
cra 1 .r.t schedule/plan
Iglu turn
Holidays
80-5l:/-"D f,t El holiday
8 0 -5 13' iPT1 vacation
41/-v810 '5 itg long weekend
LIL5 ± El Saturday and Sunday
li 0-5g-3 .i& weekend

Descriptors
til..3l.,1 .EI11,\ interesting

boring
ntAA.,1 funny
7:710L/1/1 C.A1 enjoyable
8t1A/1 (7a) pretty
KD /3`11 1 (7-t) ISO (1.-z) fun
811/u () tAA (4) danger

Verbs
ZPI/Z

5I1Z

gt,6
73N-t

(Ariz
<fg6

62

to go out
to meet

gA5 to ask/invite
to refuse
to accept

;11 to spend time
31t.5 to mix
EZ.Z to count

to search/look for
Artz to put in
6EZ to distribute



IIZ
"D

1JVJ',g)
icit(DLA3

Miscellaneous

14111Z to throw
#3-3 to hit
4k6 to kick

to cost
LA3 to enjoy

-.771s.P7 gn questionnaire
BR free time
ITSn ideal
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Means of Communication

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student inquires about
availability and location of various
means of communication,

A. Student reacts to a memo requesting a response
by phone, fax, or letter by asking where to find the
service and indicating where it exists. Teacher plays
the role of information desk manager or concierge.

2. Student demonstrates
understanding of the role of
business cards in communication
when interacting with Japanese
persons.

°

..
A. Student performs self introduction with teacher
and fellow students, applying appropriate stance,
bows, card exchange etiquette, and expressions.

B. Given a business card, student identifies key
information.

3. Student demonstrates
culturally appropriate active
listening techniques using verbal
and nonverbal feedback, showing
awareness of the potential for
cross-cultural misunderstanding
that may evolve from
misinterpreted nonverbal cues.

A. Student resporids to a video or audio cassette with
feedback such as head nodding, aizuchi, arid so forth.

B. Student records observations of such feedback
while viewing an interaction.

C. Student displays active listening techniques in
response to a teacher-presented monologue.

4. Student leaves information for a
return call on an answering
machine,

A. Student hears answering machine message and
leaves basic information needed in order to receive a
return call.

5. Student writes brief functional
notes in kana and kanji.

A. Student writes an invitation for a party he or she
is giving.

B. Student writes a thank-you note to a friend for a
gift received.

C. Student completes simple (simulated-authentic)
personal data form (such as for a host family)
describing personal interests, leisure activities, and
so forth.

D. Student writes a short note inviting a friend to
participate together in some activity in the near
future.
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Means of Communication

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

Comixiunicating globafly az**
.0.VC004 'fferenfst

PnAt*an, mac

et** the tit

0
34.

nonver
tural underl

continuo/cation

by
iolov fo 'qqrampuicItiburarqUite 1.he wq

114P,AiXt 1,na , 4.0 r
acorof teimMunioatien:Smpar _around t

and

ettoaassodated 'with bu§bieaa cards,

veibal feedbiek-in imuntnnteation?,
Aercespa,-,ry Tor: effectiye couxc4io ?

. '

mnuitabotat bell,Sed fer w:Otttit'i0Minunication
to whom -and ha are Messoges or memos-Niri

re$Culttir

Sample Expressions

amtgLa.--1,7-50g-TV0

C k7.7 3-;

*I3RHMLE-Clic

Milt0J`11/El, Afc-g-vo

cnta1u<ogprc-o-0

Igo, Ig .

5/v, 5/u, GV5

tahitt:.!

550AM .1a623-27537 T.

Zaegt-F

I-C847li.t>1--VOVL5E-.MMLitzto

Was Riiizia-Jamthdy.

Structure

ig place
place

LC_

N

#0-3#

bt-C.

Adj (na) N

M-thd3N

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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III Means of Communication

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student uses the phone to make
arrangements or exchange
information,

A. Student receives permission to not complete a
homework assignment by calling the instructor and
explaining why he or she cannot finish the
assignment.

B. With a partner, student writes and performs
telephone conversations between two friends making
arrangements to meet for a chosen activity.

2. Student exchanges information
or ideas with others through a note
or letter.

A. Student writes and exchanges letters with the
instructor or fellow students on a given topic.

B. Student writes and exchanges letters with
members of another Japanese language class or with
a sister-school class in Japan. Information learned
through such letters can then be reported to others in
class.

3. Student demonstrates
understanding of messages left on
an answering machine.

A. Student leaves a message asking questions or
requesting specific information. Another student
"calls back" and leaves a message with the
information requested.

4. Student knows the meaning of
visual signs and symbols in Japan.

A. Student directs others to a phone, subway, or post
office by recognizing the symbol or sign used to depict
such a location.

B. Given a sign, student tells in Japanese what he or
she may or may not do.
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Means of Communication

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

The telephone
Does the process for making a phone call differ around the world?

* What cultural knowledge or etiquette should one know?
. ,

Letter writing
'What is the appropriate letter-writing format in a given culture?
What elements are customary to include when writing letters?
What cultural expectatimis exist regarding the content of a letter?

Signs
* What messages are important to understand from signs?

What can one understand about culture through interpreting public signs?

Sample Expressions Structure

34200B3cP-C-4-131,

1050)/EIOWAVffi3M-threl../Z...

A:BAB, 13901:15--8gtfut.P.
B:BABla,

B:EMIaL5-C-VJNO

13N1,17-4-V, CJ
--oas BRAT

Lt, -3g0DbLT5(

(-3-ClfinNo

ErF8-55covraAeng
threi.11,t11.0

kt-CMIL, (7_513/P3nagtLig-T0

*137.-DZIa011gt1I-u

iaL-5
ni

0ML-C
V <70

--CLATL/3N

7.1g1,111-41)

<
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al Means of Communication

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student enters and edits
documents in Japanese on a
computer.

A. Student enters an essay or paragraph from his or
her textbook on the computer, edits it, and submits it
to the instructor.

B. Student sends and responds to e-mail messages
from teachers or classmates.

C. Student writes an article in Japanese for
publication in a newsletter or newspaper.

2. Student receives and transmits
information using computer or fax
technology,

A. Students conduct surveys by fax or computer
networking with students in another Japanese
language class or a class in Japan.

3. Student interprets content of
authentic handwritten text.

A. Student answers questions about the content of a
letter handwritten by a native speaker of Japanese.

B. Student reads a handwritten letter and, through
context, attempts to define the meaning of unknown
words. Finally, student checks hypotheses by using
Japanese dictionaries.

4. Student communicates in a
formal written style.

A. Student writes a formal letter.
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Means of Communication

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

Technology in communication
olutnges in communication customs, have occurred due to development and

availability ef advanced technelegY?
ow has technology influenced the etiquette of communication?

endwritten script
Nhen is it appropriate to communicate in handwritten form ra..ther than typed print?

enmans and calligraphy still considered to be a very impo t skill?

Formal letter format
What changes are occurring in style and form?

Sample Expressions Structure

No sample expressions and structures are given for this theme's intermediate level outcomes.
In order to achieve the outcomes, the teacher will integrate the language components from other
themes. Means of Communication is a theme to be taught over the course of an entire year.

JEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1111 Means of Communication

Vocabulary
Communication Method
TM)
7t>17-1X)1,

RVDs-v

/51-5

8-DT

13'8 Lm
ia7Y8

IgV8
.>(f

.>( t
"C/Y8

111::Igiu

1.}A./0/1,
L)

Socialization
takiJIL:

tc".11/12:cK573

\ cK

VA55

Places/Signs

5i3v-CD
KID 5 ZiAj8 <
iJ'Ir Nb

511-D11-
Va'ctl,1

C-5-D5Oct5lca
it5l/1(081-ul.
70

fig

TS8
BA!

MY3t.
1E.)74&

mric
E-"E*

4WIX
Sclod).gl,\

gPJ
gt5eitt

MTh
ig-FtA
413RE,

gf19
t[]

ZN1M
1.15209Mit

fr1

telephone
pager
answering machine
fax (facsimile)
personal computer
e-mail
correspondence
letter
envelope
stamps
special delivery
registered mail
postcard
picture postcard
memo
message
message
word processor
handwritten
printed
sound
announcement
bulletin board
contact
newsletter
newspaper
article

New Year's card
summer greeting card
birthday card
letter of greeting
thank you card
calling/business card
exchange of greeting card
aizuchi (display of
active listening)
bowing

place
subway
post office
company
reception desk
information desk
emergency
traffic sign
off-limits



8A, -A.A., t-ttM no smoking
one way

LV1. 1ttl stop

Expressions for Letter
well/healthy

ITM Dear Sirs:
111,1<" MR' Sincerely yours,
-ff/-00 R1.1 zenryaku (indicates that

greetings are abbreviated)
date
address

gWA sender
K:D8 15,8 to-

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
to (someone)

ck 10 from (someone)/sender

Verbs
to leave something
to inform

3Z to send
to send out

7N1Z (-Chit)) to telephone
-5-3 4TJ to send a telegram
-D-5< to be continued
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My Body I My Health

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses basic health A. After listening to a tape of a dialogue between a
conditions, relating them to parts patient and doctor, or between friends, student
of the body. expresses where the pain or problem is.

B. After selecting a card illustrating a part of the
body (for example, mouth), student responds by
expressing what activities he or she does using that
body part (I sing; I eat).

2. Student comments on what he
or she is feeling or experiencing
through the five senses.

A. Given visual cues of facial expressions, student
describes the emotion shown.

B. After surveying and discussing food likes or
dislikes with other students, student describes the
flavor and his or her reaction to food made by
students.

3. Student uses and understands A. Given visual cues (such as a child running after a
safety-related terms in emergency ball in a street), student responds with an
situations. appropriate warning or advice.

B. Student listens to directions in Japanese and
explains his or her resulting behavior in English (such
as not to take the elevator, to turn off the gas, and so
on).
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Language Components

My Body/My Health

Beginning Level

Context

Thcf human
New 'does on, express Uness, disComfort, or general condition of health?
How dees tx given culture use idiomatic expressions involving parti,1 of the body to express

health or WI
Feelings

What are appropriate ways to express what one is seeing tasting, hoaring, smelling, and
touching?

How are emotions expressed in a given milture?
What sights, smells, or tastes evoke images ef a place or of a culture?

Healthy living
What are some routine personal health habits?
What practices promote health and safety in a given culture?

Sample Expressions Structure

A:L5 Lig LiitV.
Bli11141,1T-To

V-ct73\V-4---aMLitE.. /11--C:
oLilivoa-g-Lfizto /otioNvvt.
Ian& bk.. /Rrlito
tt0471741,It-To

Efth41,171..

Xi&Vc<H-Aat.fuo mth,//a1/1
C 0)11.2.) td.

Ltd: N N
tiSi7,7z1,1!

%Atilt!
Adj (na)1::.

tttnowas ---cigGvIrrto

t3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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111 My Body/My Health

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes and gives an
explanation for pain, disease, or
injury.

A. Given visual cues or gestures depicting various
symptoms, student describes the problem.

B. Role-playing a visit to the doctor's office, the
student responds to the doctor's questions by
describing his or her problem and offering possible
reasons.

2. Student expresses concern or
sympathy.

A. After picking a card depicting a situation of
concern, student responds with an appropriate
expression.

3. Student identifies healthy and
unhealthy lifestyles.

A. After conducting a survey of health-related
habits, student writes a summary, categorizing the
results as being healthy or unhealthy.

B. Given pictures of food, student states the amount
and frequency of consumption that is good for health.

4. Student expresses qualities
experienced through the senses.

A. Provided with a sensory stimulus (such as a
feather, an ice cube, or tofu), student expresses how it
feels, tastes, smells, looks, or sounds (such as it smells
good, or it feels soft).
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My Body/My Health

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Health and culture
Whai factors influence the diet of an individual or re a.
How does culture affect on&s expression of concern or Sympathy in health-related situations?
What Condit4ons one's attitude abeut what constitutes a healthy or unhealthy lifestyle?
What activities are,Considered healthy in a culture and why?
Whatfactors,aecount for/ differences of opinion on wellness: age, socioeconomic factors, or

culture?

Sample Expressions Structure

A:-5

80)5T-f IffM UTZ:.

'7 "C
tattlf/Z-16LA1T.,..

Mz1,7-6/01,k-10)-C, /)\-ffrJ,IM LA:to -0)-C

MA11-11--C</E.1,14g0 --C<tC_G\

WCWIL7.0

A: fot\AEni-ci,
B: 3121E.E.0",)1/CAUITO-g-To period of time 1#7n,

Ai\ I'VTA-78111R, 1/J'M M*1-li`a ^./J%-6

AtMOP-Tt-ClgV0 Adj (na)--c,
fuo

trot oFazglow\culig5/Alo-cv-. 7-ctog5voo

wyrigkies !1. Lia51Jcoo
7/7-(91JLIVT':)/::::<-CMILAN-Cro Adj (i) stem <Z.

777r3Lic41-31A \Tv-.

oos-io-c-4-w,to Adj (i) N
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I My Body/My Health

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student identifies purpose and
dosage of medicine,

A. After examining a Japanese prescription bag or
back of a medicine package, student tells what the
medicine is for, the dosage, and frequency tc be taken.

2. Student obtains necessary help
in an emergency.

A. Shown a picture or role-playing a situation in
which an emergency is depicted, student requests
assistance from an appropriate person by explaining
the emergency.

B. Student calls emergency numbers (police, fire
department, and ambulance) and asks for help,
describing the problem or emergency.

3. Student evaluates
environments and individual
habits as healthy or unhealthy.

A. In discussiou about a solution to a given
environmental threat to health, student adds to the
dP.--3cription of the problem and suggests a solution.

B. Student describes when he or she feels stress and
explains how he or she relieves that stress.

4. Student incorporates body-
related idioms in daily
communication.

A. Students create dialogues in which the last line is
an appropriate body-related idiom (for example, the
expression "I am pulling your leg," which has totally
different meanings in English and Japanese). After
each dialogue is presented without the last line,
student completes each dialogue by writing down the
appropriate body-related idiom.

5. Student identifies health
practices similar or different to his
or her own.

A. After interviewing a Japanese visitor about health
practices in Japan, student writes a brief article on
similarities and differences with U.S. health
practices.
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Language Components

MyBody/MyHealth

Intermediate Level

adical practice&
* How are ;medical services delivered in a &en

at ittitiulei An4 pqiifs affect inedical care
at alliruativi treatments are, practiced?

.

Healthy and unhealthy lifestYles
VhatiaCtere, affect one& physical, mental; or emptional: health?
What societal cireura ces,(positive or ueiative) affect one'S choice of leisure activities or

sports?

Sample Expressions

comtarimmlEc4;<8'8gV.. Adj (i) stem <

BL-70ftWO-AZIATV-DVAIC</7-2.,t,I. 0AL
t5 :reMi-JQ<Z"t1,10"-C"§".

VOINIEIV:=0Y44-D11-3LIJI(s1T-1-0 ^-t1,1b1

Crag:L "C.."-C17)'0

119-C-4-0 it-MT-T1J`. 73'. -11.0

IM7J;KA15-Tre:i9DIE, k-tZ/\'<WIZ:*13ictl,1-5 itt2D1::(L'Lico
rgiAln, TRORT2-C-§". Adj (i) stem <7

5-1./t.17LbeD-C,

3 JIS 1-O
Lfabrt. Adj (i) stem <-4-Z

1JsigliV-11C-1-0 t
JEST COPY AVAILABLE
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11 My Body/My Health

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student articulates and
supports personal opinions on a
healthy lifestyle,

A. After reading an article about health-related
issues, student supports or opposes the main ideas
and explains his or her reasons.

B. As student groups present two contrasting
opinions on a contemporary topic related to health,
each student presents his or her opinion.

2. Student comprehends
emergency announcements.

A. Student listens to or watches broadcasts of
emergency information and summarizes the events
and consequences.

3. Student comprehends
prohibitions or warnings.

A. Student matches Japanese signs to their English
equivalents.

B. Student comprehends signs and follows their
directions in order to walk through a maze or
complete a flow chart.

4. Student expresses sympathy. A. Student writes a letter to comfort a sick or injured
friend.

5. Student provides personal
health history.

A. Given a fictitious medical history, student
completes health survey and/or a medical history
form.

6. Student describes symptoms
and asks for assistance in a
pharmacy.

A. Student inquires about appropriate treatment for
a given condition or symptom.
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Language Components

My Body/My Health

Advanced Level

Context

Het ail fqX 4:0 Yirolment
40,11%7b4t7pei,s6,4114i4bitik affect:'heaith? ,

dO intot theMSelvekin natural emergencies?
How havc natural s disasters affected peoples lifestyles or attitudes?

Health institutions
What institutions and government poliCies affect and support people's hea th?
Whit health insurance or health services exist?
What social organizations work to encourage a healthy hfestyle?
What cultural customs influence selection of cards or gifts for hospital patients?

Sample Expressions Structure

mct'ziOTT,A/\zia.-51AtiMatilELFLDg-Tc,

MIW/EftP1-3Mgltai\gt-ho
-C4larg-WVMTV".

MM.4-5LTDIJ>C7-5-C.T.

TEISELP7J')Ig,7:MigZLit 513N.

tcg5Z-To

LT3t5tt
OVI.,

L-12.7,:zZ

t (prefix)

Relative clause + N

rf6,-DIP5A0V..tt. J

FAZI;E!J

FMMIA!g41,1Tai::E.T.T.:Zigt-St/I. J

Adj (na) IL:rck.5

itc_tnwz
iguiva:tivyv)gLZ0 name of illness 1;::/))/)`;6

faJVIAODP VA 0 Wg r.f.% la: 7),

LfuiatitM1MILIA-D-coa-Tvo Liv4

§R<4,--3W,\EAvot.
/IAN.

JEST COPY AVAILABLE .1
11/4,.-0
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1111 My Body/My Health

Vocabulary
Parts of Body
Head/Face/Neck
VE.. 14 head

hair
ti N face
ortul (-3--c-c_.) m forehead
giSD TO eyebrow
M E eye
fatc-:g 0 nose
Oa (U.DiVE.-) PR cheek

0 mouth<5
<5a6 A lips
la it tooth
LAT= tongue
tC2 `41i chin
(DL OR throat

neck
mind/energy

tt, 113\ < ICI.8. personality
1,18 a breath

Arms/Shoulders/Hands
upper part of body
shoulder

5-C" D1 arm
012: kg. elbow

wrist
-C T. hand
KDO Iti finger

.\tiV.Y RIE thumb
r...)t LAVY i' We' index finger
/a V KDU (=PM middle finger
<-VOKIV Agi ring finger
EKDO /.11#Eli little finger

nail

Trunk
va N chest
tt:Z/J` McP back
C. LJ ilt waist
at:03` general area of the stomach
1, \

ris
f' stomach

1...A./5 )1\4 heart

Lower Parts of Body
viaA, Liu T*-4 lower part of body
Li 10 IX buttocks

leg/footL., 2
knee
ankle
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13\13\ heel
"Dg8 111 toe

LiON<DZY toes

Five Senses
tiak taste

< Mti51 touch
smell

13O fragrance
sound
voice
color

1v-t5 3:f" shape

Illness/Injury/Discomfort
Zict -58 illness

tiz injury
/)\-ff 3t45 cold

piercing pain
sound of heartbeat

99:99 the way stomach hurts
3811 0±8% nausea

ll cough
< sneeze

dizziness
tap fever
Z.1:0t-D tlfi !,..oNen bone

tah, tga sprained
1-D.5 R.R4 headache
061,113 nervousness
ID< -3,5 stomachache

toothache
80 81' VJ 0 it cut

scratch
9:131 burn

37L4l4' allergy
11IS h) Cg hay fever

Meals/Food

VVI.Jt
-5 0

)Q.)
LA/6M tO)
-CUILict<

VAT)

< kft0)
<
13\

meals
packed lunch

i811.T cooking/food
curry
ramen noodle
bowl of rice with toppings
set meal
cooked rice/meal
soft-boiled rice
pickled plum
vegetable
fruit
meat
fish
shellfish
noodles
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A:17*T-r

CO

4-DL5
Co5t1,10/1)

.-58sioCo5/=.--fli9

00
LAg5
Lcg<t-Dthi0
bcg<VD

Z21 fict9')

Nutrition/Healthy Lifestyle

KD:581,1g1,1
-CZ-130

ia\-btaia\-b8
-5MI
81-1A

Unhealthy Lifestyle/Food/Drinks
"18860
,\AJU<
LgE

(1/77)1.,DR,
WuLlo

05Nb<
"CIOD,Go
Vnl<5,t5,3-$05

1-03)41,15i<

82

TLRR3

VAN
gMA18
TM(,)
itg-A18

PY8061
MA
0*
W4
g/TA,DA.
PPM
MA
OM
tMM
4'4M[104

4ORT2

ART2

6) 0

buckwheat noodles
noodles
Chinese noodles
spaghetti
chicken soup
rice
wheat
bread
beans
natto (fermented soy beans)
dairy product
milk
cheese
yogurt
sea vegetables/plant
nori (a kind of sea vegetable)
fat
dietary fiber
food
food group
drinking water
bottled (water)

eating habit
nutrition
balance
vegetarian
organic cultivation
washing hands
brushing teeth
early to bed, early to rise
gargle
quit smoking
prevention

likes and dislikes
finicky
cigarette
smoking
alcoholic drinks
drinking
snack
agricultural chemical
additive
artificial flavoring
post-harvest
lack of sleep
stress
not enough exercise



Diet and Exercise

Z.)Vu

IS\

5AJL 5

597J-TEU\-5
IA

Medicine and Cure
V3--D8cg<
<410 \-b

tO 51g5
<-410

UcK<E:
#13\1,1

#1.1%cCi

Safety and Emergencies
805810-5UNb
119gAi

8KD580-5
8/1,84) 51g-5
ZI-u8cgla5

rj:.(,16"\

811/u
11/1,5<I1fulg
Utzt/u<
7"C:51/1108/W
6<t8505G1
UrVi)
Hospital

r.f
(0) Krp

f#31

MS*
119ffi
9:W

X)4R

itS
831

fAR
iMIR/1
AMMO
1/5200g:it

a.R.tt

si A

diet
being overweight
calories
too heavy
too thin
exercise
jogging
walking
aerobics
radio exercises
gym

pharmacy
drugstore
cure
medicine
before meals
after meals
# times
# pills
before
after
between

ambulance
#119 (emergency number)
fire
emergency
emergency announcement
weather forecast
avalanche
tidal waves
earthquake
typhoon
tornado
safety
danger
construction site
evacuation drill
off-limits
falling rocks
evacuate

being hospitalized
released from the hospital
sick person
operation/surgery
injured person
transfusion
blood donation
blood
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11-D .A.81J'iL f(11'R1. blood type
13`1 ,11Sx< VZIk.- recovery

act/item to comfort the sick or
injured

ta55 -.A tAVA. potted plant
1J a> ribbon
11/vE.-..51g1-11-u fit*RA health insurance
Descriptors

sweet
1P-31A (J1 spicy
4-"Digtr1 E'DigU1 sour
IZIA, 1 N.'1,1 bitter
LiWP3(il t411,1 salty

-31/11.A., 1 tasty/delicious
g-41,1 bad tastng
C.1,1 ',81,1 rich
541,1 XL 1 thin
iivE:t., fiC/1 hard
V4)1313'1/1 1.-57Jt,1 soft
OZOZ litct smooth

rough
< (il smells bad
5Z8l,1 noisy/annoying1` (4) lively
(ALIA 41,1 painful
1J` KO 1, 1 itchy

painful
11h,E7.5Z8 () fit*Ii] (4) healthy
II/u8 (4) 5--G% (4) well/healthy
MISITJ:g(,1 alc70.,1 dangerous

Verbs
LAD5 EV) 5 to taste
t'DZ NZ to touch

to smell
to see
to hear

kt ck Z NZ to depend on
E: il'i $EISC to fall
-4-on< mot< to skin
t_PtD< COL) 'A< to get dry (thirsty)
-4.< (7c03`) 91'< to be empty (hungry)
-D1)1-1,Z WIZ to be tired
ot (<-410) 0t to take (medicine)

to put (medicine)
8 < Z < to be effective
UltEt At to hurt
r..). < to catch (a cold)
in Z 2.0Z enough/sufficient

to lean to
ISLZ Z.5 to gain weight
.\b-tZ 4t6 to lose weight
iY-ic-z,M- .R, Ea I to reconsider
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tick -5

47a-3-4-
7;;ZZ

ct<4.
1-5cg<1181--6
t0,510-§"Z
1E-6
Nb<
KrCZ
blitt6Z

8Z

8ngtz
Miscellaneous

-5
1E-JE.51::

f4-'5 to accompany
5M-5 to visit sick people
11±1-g- to cure
38Z to be cured
^-a8Z excess of action

to get well
to hit/strike

*31IT-TZ to cook
to simmer

trt< to broil
OZZ to boil
qbZ to stir-fry
lariZ to deep-fry
VJZ to cut

to peel
to chop

3EtZ to mix
to bake/roast

good point
influence
immediately

3,,
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Rites of Passage
VMM.

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses appropriate
greetings to a friend on special
occasions.

A. Student writes a birthday or graduation card to a
friend.

2. Student reads and writes short
notes, such as an invitation to a
celebration or an announcement, in
order to gather and give key
information.

A. After receiving an invitation written by another
student, student answers specific questions related to
the invitation (for example, What time is Sachiko's
party?).

3. Student expresses thanks. A. Student writes a thank-you note to a friend for a
gift received.
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Rites of Passage

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

Points of transition
What ceremonies are related to stages of life?
How are educational milestones noted?
What changes In clothing are related to age?
What changes in expected behavior are related to age?
How is aging ,iewFd 4,,he culture?

Sample Expressions Structurerj9 -30"-CL5C1,1.
EI:VMD-Ct 5

iMphlas Ig<0557-T0
NO N

11A-i-E10.7_84/P3C4.0 time 1J`15

Adj (na) + N

1rIgUVDT413`. Urp

time 7)'13

r-ftlOgREZi-C-TV. rErto
tros 5/ynsulgI. IA< /5/P15

Adj (na) + N

-r ito AcIj (i) stem 1\-D1Z--:
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1111 Rites of Passage

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student lists activities he or she
is thinking about doing before the
age of twenty-five,

A. Given a timeline from now to age twenty-five,
student interviews his or her partner and then fills in
the timeline to show what the partner plans to do.

2. Student writes a short note of
congratulations for some
accomplishment or endeavor,

A. Student writes a note to a friend on the occasion of
a recital, license in calligraphy or martial arts,
driver's license, graduation, passing an e-vam, or
election to office.

3. Student expresses wishes or
hopes.

A. Student writes an ema (wish to hang at the shrine
to wish for luck on one's entrance exam, for health of a
sick friend, for a boyfriend or girlfriend, and so forth).

4. Student describes or imagines
how another person felt when
various events happened.

A. Given a simple biography, student creates a
timeline of that person's life indicating key events and
drawing a face to show the emotion that person felt,
and describes for the teacher the event and emotion of
one point on the timeline.
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Rites of Passage

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

ansition points in a teenager's life
fiew are'the..end of elementary schl, middle/junior high, senior high, and college marked?

w are eduCational and occupatiOnal decisions Made?
What arethe custoins, procedures, and expectations for driving in a given culture?
What are typical dating customs?

Sample Expressions Structure

A:161:Lts-D/F--_-.13fg-4-60tv)-Cg-iJ,0
B:161:-.4.-Dt-1_131ItingcL (0.

X7-'713SgMMNff -.Jt

Ig-To

cg<, vhatogli10

60)[14-411Z.:7 jklOglirLs

80)13.MEAti-31,1gLitf.c,

100)6,1v1--0A/AE/i/C'eLiPDT.f.TV'.

OtiO

V 5Lnt-5
rttilLBt5

13EST COPY 4 VA ILABLE
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II Rites of Passage

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes in written or
oral form the effects of a rite of
passage on his or her life,

A. Student describes how events such as obtaining a
driver's license, getting married, or getting a summer
job affect or will affect his or her life.

2. Student discusses in written or
oral form the topic of employment,

A. Given an_advertisement for a part-time job,
student scans it to determine conditions of
employment and then writes a description of this job.

B. Student makes a list of "Dos" and "Don'ts" for a
U.S. or Japanese teenager during a job interview,
such as appropriate and inappropriate dress for a job
interview.

C. Student expresses what career he or she wants to
have and why.

3. Student presents (orally and in
writing) his or her qualifications
for a specific purpose.

A. Student writes a personal ad looking for a
language partner, pen pal, girlfriend, boyfriend, and
so forth.

B. Student writes or designs a poster or presents a
speech advertising him or herself for some elected
office (such as class president or student council).

4. Student demonstrates
understanding of key biographical
and career information.

A. Student reads a simulated-authentic resume and
summarizes the important events of that person's life
(for example, born in 1950, graduated 1968, married
in 1972, entered company in 1970, and so forth).

B. Student interviews a guest speaker and writes a
simple resume of his or her accomplishments.

C. Student predicts his or her own future life and
writes a resume of accomplishments.
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Rites of Passage

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Employment
Vhat cultural exPectations are placed on students regard'

manners an s? ,

o" When and how :do students-choose a career path?
o companies recruit and train employees?

le of women 'changing societal practice?

oWed or prohibited to certain age groups .

are #1'0:cultural practices, Toles, and <expeetatio s for
.t 0 following:

rinking
smoki ,

7 driving (cars motorcycles, recreational vehicles).
seeing movies and playing games.

Sample Expressions Structure

if*RftmEL (-3

ZG-51,7:1410L.TE:.

ELlErck.6

E_-.0)1±WIgNE1147P3+1Bilg-C-C-g". time /P73 time gT

94rEITIffF9t ti3-:-5/t1-3".. (potential)

11,1g1ctc371

7)1'i'-1' 1-0)NIDElas

5. 7LIg5131
LEITIVD`r5i6ict<ZtUICA-C-g-. rs<-CtOl,)
gr4-CttgRPVD%ZOYC)D>(5-W_')IV;zv)if-_t,)Z'T. OrC

ttg7)1/CliA<COM-t-DtbIg-I. Relative clause + N

/ r511, (potential)

IT< i)ci-kfiRIZ:111131'1,k1c5VJER/akt< Ug-T0 -A1315i/..151g116 (passive)
/T.:6

1980411gl4Z-10 time 1:53:41,Z

19V)E1400-043Z05Algt.::,Zgli1.
251,7.17J, LMIPAL/C06-Cl..50 time
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III Rites of Passage

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes earlier times
and comments on similarities and
differences to the present.

A. Student interviews people in the community and
summarizes in a written report what life used to be
like.

B. Student suggests an important milestone in his or
her life and comments on similarities or differences
compared to those events in another student's life
(such as, I was able to drive when I was 16, which is
earlier than in Japan. I started to walk when I was
10 months old).

2. Student describes different
forms for similar cultural functions
in Japan and the U.S.

A. Students present a written or oral report based on
research on a cultural function as it is practiced in
two cultures (such as funerals, weddings, or births).

3. Student negotiates a difference
of opinion.

A. Student role plays a discussion between a parent
and a child to establish or change a household rule.

4. Student presents and supports
opinions in a discussion.

A. After researching rules or laws affecting
teenagers in different countries or regions, student
states where he or she would like to live and why.
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Rites of Passage

Advanced Level

Language Components

Context

ansition points in life
°iv' are we ga celehra ?

. . ,.. , ,. ,
at are theffivals Of funeral.s and the masons behind them?

What are the rituals asogela With the birth of a child?
, , . , ,

People's' liveStdeterM,ined by culture
What ' couputitiiis#re unli4ue to *culture?

afhobbiefinrO stronglkinfinenced Ilia culture?
What type off aaivitieS or prOfO'isions require licenses?

_ . , . ,

What type 0 $totivi 'es sir professions recipire specialized education?
t forms cf.gender roiB socialization take place in a culture?'

hingeiOveitime
ow do tomninnitiOs -And otiltureti,ehango,

What cultural elements do not change, or change very slowly?

Sample Expressions Structure

-81,19Bm.31::Are.11--cw Z.T.
ELIgt,t0

.72)( )3-ClaEick 19 2 ,k0#Adj (1) stem <
1:1410g.T.

R'470Yik<4.11/VCINZY ...L

3i1:7,7E5/W:1:4-sr)41,Z (passive)

#11111itla/41;t7tMATtn`alilgtfuo i3N g 4)

Líiz

E:0)Mifiglg5 -Dtm,LA,ILmog-4-0

li-C-51E5h/C1-/J'. L-5 Liz

,--..:&:3-ota--57YILA,\co-ciakto-c51 513'

195tWAMtl,15(1)1g5cg LiKiLig-8?)tElar Adj (i) stem
tt/uVo

L5li-CROE.1-3,t04hin" 01z.
13N.

72)0J730+1-VOlg5/31, 8W13CZ3 -c.t5r..a1J -4-?>)
7,-tv)lug-Y-0

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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IIII Rites of Passage

Vocabulary
Birth
re:/v11:cg

Birthday-related Words

r1,01::.
L.12WlL:c4:5

fgt.,
73\1,112. 5

10 tC0
n3--Fkt

1,11-)LA

MOM

Childhood Events in Japan and Related Words
Ogg'319

ELtOO
0/10)1a.0

Employment
77)1,1-1
IgLal)

jdZ

5Ig
ephit'D
urtau
LAD5L,/,
5/1/C/143/1)8

ILKD5li\-b
lin`<
L<
Feelings
alg5

4515\
C_L<

People
i=_Lt

/tl, L:lu
dt

94

KM
IttAlf:VMV
TOACO
itZigtO

t

fibM

RIME
012
MWtWE
MNIV,

1,5#

ZU

Tel5
TAIR

birth
to name
growth

birthday card
thank-you letter
lett l. of invitation
birthday cake
announcement
time
place
p ace where an event takes
place
present
gift taken on a visit
celebration

hinainaturi (Doll Festival)
dolls for Doll Festival
kodomonohi (Children's Day)
koinobori (carp-shaped
streamer)
sichi-go-san

part-time job
recruitment
application
interview
resume
getting job
driver's license
allowance/spending money
entering the company
qualification
special ability

hope
joy
sadness
fear
loneliness

child
grown-up/adult
under age
teenage



181)1(,11J%
5 L:Au

Weddings
C. A.Ab <
IOU \ 0) 5

II -D CA/ Li8

act5t.A1

1111)L,812,c5

Funerals

M.-15 -Chi
n<)(13-i-
13`- 51g.

5
vaiy
Igt.5

Descriptors
541,LAJI
n'tst U 1

ULA,
85A/L
U.AD 5 (4)

Verbs
5 V-1,Z

LA
14')

<

7P-ct L./T.3

C/161)10-4-?)

f)105

'Eql. COPY AVAILABLE

18aw-F

tie
Mf%
*8 PO

MPLII1SMW

n'at
PIPEAltE4

M
`SE

33.15.&

-3EN3:L

J:311V3Y-}

Nit
ONE

under 18
old people (the elderly)

engagement
formal engagement
marriage
wedding
wedding reception
church
shrine
temple
NA edding hall
honeymoon
home

wake
funeral ceremony
money given in sympathy
condolences
crematorium
funeral parlor
grave
cemetery
undertaker/mortician
mourning clothes

happy
sad
scared
lonely
tidy/decent
free

to be born
to grow up
to die
to celebrate
to work
to earn
to be happy
to be sad
to pray
to wish for/desire
to change



Schools and Education

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses degrees of
preference or dislike for school.

A. Student interviews a classmate about the degree
to which he or she likes or dislikes various things
about school (such as subjects or homework).

2. Student inquires about an
individual's school schedule and
describes his or her own schedule.

A. Given a schedule grid to fill in, student interviews
a person about his or her class schedule (such as
what day of the week and what time are classes).

3. Student reads a simple class
schedule (main subjects) to find out
key information,

A. Given a Japanese student's schedule of classes,
the student responds (orally or in writing) to
questions based on its contents.

4. Student gives classroom
commands and responds
appropriately to commands given
by others,

A. Given a visual representing a classroom situation,
student says and performs the culturally appropriate
command and/or gesture, such as the Japanese
attendance procedure.

B. Throughout the year, student performs the role of
a teaching assistant (such as toban).

C. Student completes an origami project according to
instructions given by teacher in Japanese.

5. Student gives basic personal
identification information,

A. Student writes own nametag (nafuda) or school
identification card.

B. Student creates own business card (meishi).
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Schools and Education

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

Educational systems
How are tho years of formal education divided and grouped?
What rules or expectations Affect student dress and behavior?
What classes and subjects are offered or required at different ages?
How are the sohool day and sahool year organized?
What are 'the responsibilities of students in and out of school?

C assroom language ;
What are'appropriate greetings for teachers and for fellow-students?
What is the attendance procedure?
What classroom instructions are common?
Are clasirooms more teacher. or student-oriented?

Sample Expressions Structure

0/3i0/1.42;t1Tf=4/3118-C-Ili'0 13'18
tg ma-clatogt/f-u. tc,

IM:EMLL-D5/M8TIV.

Adj (na)

LO)9-527JffiDT8-C-Tii`o t.)1l,\613V-u Adj

18.11E10114ftni(gq0975-CT/3` # L',1J'AA

N 6D N

fcgt#033iM7-g-1J`o #Igh,

VIgck 5 c.:1,)g-g-.0

Eris on, El*

inEBfulazx-c-g-ra.

Eecpiut, nw-c-c-g-0 t
#3-5-1kg-D7<r-,:1,10

I, U o
97



ISSchools and Education

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student makes simple
statements describing similarities
and differences of education in
apan and the U.S.

A. Using simple sentences, student compiles a short
list in Japanese describing what is similar or different
about U.S. and Japanese schools or educational
systems.

2. Student demonstrates
understanding of the location of
people or objects.

A. Given a picture of an empty classroom student
draws in the location of various classroom objects and
persons found in the classroom according to directions
given by teacher or student partner.

3. Student gives and follows
verbal and written directions.

A. Given a map of the school, student follows verbal
directions and marks on the map the location of the
classroom to which the directions lead.

B. Given a map of the school, student describes how to
get from classroom A to classroom B.

C. Student reads and follows instructions for a test.

4. Student completes a simple
form or application in Japanese.

A. Given a simplified version of an identification form
or book check-out form, student completes the form by
writing name, grade, nationality, address, phone
number, age, and so forth.

ii. Student inquires about and
dc,cribes materials needed for
each of his or her classes,

A. Given photos of teachers of various subjects in the
school, student writes the name of the class and
describes materials needed.

6, Student expresses and
demonstrates understanding of
goals and rules in the classroom.

A. Student writes a list of "dos" and "don'ts" for the
classroom.

B. Student works with a partner to compile a list of
group goals for the class or school.

C. Given written slogans (such as "Let'.. keep our
classroom clean" or "Don't run in the hali"), student
places them at appropriate locations around the
classroom or school (such as over a wastebasket or exit
door).
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Schools and Education

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Schools in Japan ano the U.S.
WI* practices that appear different in their form are similar in their function?
Who is responsible for providing school materials, books, or uniforms?
What factors affect homework and studying habits?
What role does school serve outside of the classroom?

Finding one's way in a school building
What different rooms exist in a school, and how does one give directions?
What social practices are important to know when visiting a school?

Influences on behavior
What limitations are placed on students by society? by school? by family?
What expectationf; affect students' lives?

Sample Expressions

(-20-57.00MgESAVErctW_L

E09--57n..4:5glErck0g-To

*'VnMgYPTgPT8rotELIggi-CM,

3ZILM-Cg0-5977/10RfWOHTT

77)0J)D077lail Zg

1-090Mg7)LOitg7J'OX
4-0

Structure

RMROVOEPCMaerraiAlAgL,
L-5-4-ngowT-TIT, a
,g/T6,%NrIT

t5ut.-Oat/u-co
WIPPWL5n,r40-c8- -./Oqf5tJ'

ZMOailtho0Z3ail-MT<1.- .07

V3M/NL<AAWI-Mt/v. 4P6

'75;ZTO:rM116CLI:4-)ZOMq, LItca6



aSchools and Education

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student expresses and supports
an opinion,

A. Imagining that he or she is a teacher, student
describes the goals and design of a new course being
proposed and then promotes the course through a
radio or print ad, or a catalog descri)tion.

2. Student identifies essential
information, using a dictionary if
necessary, to grasp key points
about school and education.

A. Given a reading, brochure, or course description
guide, student reads questions in Japanese, skims
and scans for key information, and writes answers in
Japanese.

3. Student describes school culture
and major school events in written
and oral form.

A. Student designs a poster or brochure advertising
his or her own school's big event (such as
homecoming, play, or sporting event).

B. Student reads a letter from a Japanese pen pal
that describes a school event and writes a response to
his or her questions on a major U.S. school event.

4. Student talks his or her way out
of a difficulty by explaining the
problem.

A. Student explains why a book is overdue, damaged,
or lost and inquires about the consequences.

5. Student gets someone else to do
something.

A. Student role-plays by calling another student,
explaining that he or she is ill, and asking the other
student to collect assignments for the ill student.

B. Student describes to a partner what assistance he
or she needs with a school club or event and responds
to the partner's objections with reasons why the
partner should participate.
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Language Components

Schools and Education

Intermediate Level

Context

SObool cziture
* In wiat ways aFq ParOnta, involved in so op's?

owls disdpliz so defined and maintain
af role is served by Mg t Schools

What festiValsi Feremanies, *manes% er SPorts are c9Mmon sen-001a>

at rale4oeit, teSting play* a =aloe
How is education irkfTted-hlt th culture?,

SChoor behavior:
s,

"ae-atnaams rsfo,pect and friendliness to each other?
How do Students anaieachers sho'w respect apd friendlineas t:o each other?

verbal and nonverbal behaviors are apprepriate far explaining problems?

Sample Expressions Structure

C.0)956DffitlIaBSgEtAltZck:51:4ZE:t c1:51:4Z

C0)95LZL-5-'__7./A5V1:419g-To L
'4438-a-MGAI-C*PT8gEdag-CIV. O4VT
ZLMT30.50-057VER5WORTfiU
teio, t-LdktIOUg*T.

32)41J)301Y4V-MIti-1.03-913.

itC z.si 9'o) la 1-75)t,ositivvo ot,s
-g-.

NfigOS4MoDcP1:318ert:CL.Wilg ---CL/g5

t5LADIIVOMt/uZU1 ::.

igunca5.6v-57)nito-ca-c<kft,). ./ye-3- 73,

ztrcamti4-g-za)--c3ffing--c5K-c<r: -oz.'

TgovreL- < lAW`r.5.I5-11gt-41u.

950V1.10-4-ZET.L.1:140-CU1g-I0 CLIZUZ

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 101



1111 Schools and Education

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student gives rationale for a A. Student conducts research (in English) to prepare
decision regarding his or her an in-class oral presentation or written summary in
future. Japanese regarding plans after high school

graduation.

2. Student expresses and supports A. After preparing written notes in Japanese to
an opinion, support a stand taken on an issue, student presents

his or her opinion and responds with further
explanations to differing opinions given by other
students.
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Language Components

Schools and Education

Advanced Level

Context

Future plans
What influences one's choice of majors, careers, or occupations?
Do gender, age, or race influence one's opportunities?

Discussion processes
Wnat are culturally appropriate behaviors and expressions for sharing one's opinion?
What practices are employed when making collective decisions?

Sample Expressions Structure

L5 U-CC..0)X-11/1.7E0-)--cl-7D'0

OD7C-IlgX ), V (stem),

--M-5e3G1

Mn1,7.0)-05tH/J.cbg 7)\ /J\

szhiTigi)Tt,v6c.ticiamoz-c8g-tib.

ay-ciaktu\--cu51y
8

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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III Schools and Education

Vocabulary
Stages of Education

Lick 5131-DEL.5
.50-57PDZ.25 (@5731)
i=5L-571-31:5 (C.5E-5)

7:-:11/81-clIA13 (1tluita,1)
thithaPpi:25
/517Y<
tly(12-5
ra \V< 1,11-u
131<l..0-5LA), (t.10<)
ciZJ
00-51jr<
LADII/b
Liutc<
Subjects
L.2,108.,;k5
L:13V1.4)0
73't<

.4-5731

at\
013'

737Y<
&DO

-/".fi<

1243`

t(JIL:

lif-v0/31<
lAtt\l, \V<

MIE:<(7.7:

"1"E.15
ZYLAD'D
lio5L>

104

NEVA'
Wft51

4 3-tZ (E134t)
(AW

#4
(E.X)

-C394-13

WI3z
X"413PG'

-7-ER (E)
-3ftm

'NM
ift`41

compulsory education
kindergarten
elementary school
junior high/middle school
high school
# th grade
junior college
vocatimal college
university
major in
graduate school
cram school
cram school for entrance exam
studying abroad
taking entrance examination
going to school

class
timetable/school schedule
school subject
requirement
elective
arithmetic (elementary school)
mathematics
algebra
geometry
science
biology
chemistry
physics
geology
social studies
politics
economics
history
geography
psychology
sociology
geology
kokugo (Japanese as studied
in Japanese schools)
foreign language
English language
arts and crafts
art (more formal study)
calligraphy
music
chorus
band



NIJN

t1/113\01)\

School-related Activities and

fg5/3i.:

571J\ 5
iSi/YDt5

G
LAO

(flo<7.7-c:0

Lirlh

5*-5/1/1AAllf
8M-DU/h

1-

ttilL/J,0
t<Oct5

<
03h
72A/g--(1-

lf<tlAUct5
IlDtaLLC

t0L-C.r5
rS\ Igt`t, l(PTA)
8v)-D

5'cb<t8
LAD -Dt8

t-D61)G1

1C-_OL

School Events

Cio5V<Ullh

7514
Uo5V<94:E5
5/1JE5t,0/k7:00<0
-.50-D8tahU
Co5V<U8

Customs

iv)B4r4

94-571.t

gitiS
Minn
AgA

cl3ragitR

1M2i

MIJ

Z'AIM

orim

WTM

Zit/1V)-
Mtg4

EBA

'=PP"-$
A'#gz3R

LJ

W*105
afl'a/f$ AM
MIVSSEI

physical education
home economics
living arts (integrated social
studies and science)

lunch recess
after school
recess
homeroom
club activities
club activities (junior and
senior high school)
club
match/game
clean up
school lunch
homework
test/examination
midterm examination
final examination
paper (assignment)
student council
goal
school rules
violation
student employment
student identification card
excuses for absence (note from
parent/guardian)
report card
students' handbook
parent-teacher association
rise
bow
take seat
present
absent
greetings
reply
explanation
opinion
attitude

school events
entrance examination
cultural festival
concert
brass band
field trip
sports day
foundation day
entrance ceremony
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tat--_-_oxy7310

YLJL
I- )11

School Environment
cLiD

Ig1111,
E7.51g111.-Sc

WI/

Llfcglip

1JiiI8I/D

< L5/7i7 m5---IJ
131<tlillict<L5 (73Kt../c<)
The Classroom
"D<

LIJ1,1
i.17.<fgh,

(JA.,

H

r7 97 ' 9
cJX-AJZ.P3

3
\

LS\ ""c

3-9
Vct.51..

-NDIg8

F77

106

vz
woy6

agog

IT&
Rf3r"
MRS
mmn
am

mtw
mg

te9
MEM/V'5JF

rg'037

Vcr*

trcl*
MOR
*

EJIM
gtOgi
MMW)aZ
±N8
ItE
8

graduation ceremony
Auld Lang Syne (graduation
song)
drama festival
homecoming
junior-senior prom
football
mascot

classroom
sick room
school store
um
gym for judo leendo
library
teachers' room
auditorium/theater
conference room
school main gate
playground
swimming pool
cafeteria
schoil cafeteria

desk
chair
clock
chalkboard
eraser (for chalk)
textbook
book
dictionary
notebook
workbook
pencil
pen
marker
crayon
colored pencil
paint
brush
eraser (for pencil marks)
clear tape
chalk
construction paper
calculator
gym shoes
inside shoes
map
window
door
wastebasket



fLiVIVI"

52'11:-t)1,

.A.f.a.f-Dr/17i0
Thi
School Personnel

thit0/851..thit0
V<t0
lfcg5/J1<t0

L5E5tli\
raV31<t0
ILicb
th4g0
E51a0

t-OLV0559.500t5
Descriptors

Verbs
t'AM
/V1/85-4-

L/6/v6
ts-135

7.3No,6

ta-371-
tr
Dd. CCI-0
80,6
84:50cg<-T6

*WJ'ft'

Lii

11-taaR

ILA1
17=14r..:

StM-4-Z
ittE-1-Z

gr.P\Z
E5

MO?)

10-4'

(A)

ta)T4.6
tiAg4-4"

ME3A-4"

name tag
hat/cap
bag
backpack used by elementary
school students
pencil sharpener
lights

principal
teacher
Mr./Mrs./Miss-
student
elementary school student
junior high school student
high school student
university student
guardian
sempai-senior
kohai-junior
cheerleader
coach
president of student council
class representative

correct/right
wrong

to think
to study
to practice
to learn
to do research
to learn
to repeat
to forget
to borrow
to give back
to fix
to connect
to grade
to decide
to cooperate
to compete
to explain
to make an error
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Seasonal Events

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes the weather
verbally,

A. Given a picture, student describes the weather in
the picture.

B. Looking at a weather map from the newspaper,
student responds to teacher's questions on what the
weather is like in given cities.

2. Orally and in writing, student
gives the date and name of
important seasonal events or
holidays in Japan and in the U.S.

A. Given a blank calendar, student responds to a
picture or an auditory cue by identifying orally or in
writing the name of the event and its date.

3. Student expresses desires of
what he or she wants or wants to
do.

A. During the Star Festival (Tanabata), student
writes what he or she desires on a note and hangs it
on a bamboo branch.

4. Student writes a seasonal
greeting card.

A. Student designs a card and writes a seasonal
greeting on it, such as New Year's greeting or
midsummer greeting.
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Seasonal Events

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

eiton5
acti:siit*or .0olairatiOna 'are, as:CAatecl with 41fier

ViTiuwW4t)ier chariicter4es:ciOterent*es of the 'yea?'
, How is the topic of *eather,nied in 8000 ce4versatien?'

What ilatural'symbeis represeiii each eeason?

of the year?

Sample Expressions Structure

B: 51E.

A:BAE10)%laL5-C cz 5/3'.
B:TE /Wu, MT 1...g 5.

*7 0 5r0)XMIaL5--C /)`.

04V3 IgfEETAfgEl

--946D-f 1g-1, VD-C-.41.P.

EVERfaTi8g-T.
F-1)11gl.U1T:4..

h.: 1E15 a te:. -To

BYLi7s Ett-CL 5 \gI.

Adj-C

IaL5

NeoN

#VD#1,2:5

CIA<
IgLA)
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IISeasonal Events

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes (in both oral
and written form) activities that
are associated with key holidays or
seasonal events from both Japan
and the U.S.

A. Given a photo of a holiday or seasonal event, or a
series of photos, student describes three things he or
she does personally to celebrate that event.

2. Student inquires about what to
wear or take along for various
events or situations and responds
to the inquiries of others.

A. Given the prompt of a destination, student uses a
set of pictures to describe what he or she plans to
wear and take along.

B. Hearing from a partner what people in a picture
are wearing, student tells where the people are going.

3. Student acts in a gift-giving
situation with socially appropriate
behavior and language.

A. Student writes a short note to give with a gift on a
special occasion and says the appropriate expression
when making the presentation (such as for a birthday
or Valentine's Day).

4. Student acts in a gift-receiving
situation with socially appropriate
behavior and language.

A. Prompted by an object or an illustration, student
says an appropriate expression when receiving a gift
and writes a letter of thanks.
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Seasonal Events

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Seasonal even lidays, .i. , ._ i
ow 0 people ooraw opemat seasonal events?

What behavios are expected in a given. culture for giving and receiving gifts?

t elothing is needed for different events and climates?
.. ..

t bendays are borrowed from other cultures? How are they observed in a new

Sample Expressions Structure

LiaL/TE..
cfg

ualg.51,J LAU\kt73,1,3-s8g-To -.720D15

M-RILIg(1014-)715-.8g-413`.

Laiartwoug-g-z\o Lala

5-ft-2.)9-ot8{a, 0)L8

U\OtnMgt1,27.00glit, MOVL3Vg 7
ogi3r.-61t0)7"-171, L5-Zto

Relative clause N

t5t5t1200gTo
Adj (na) N

Oglficlo

Adj (i) stem <
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Seasonal Events

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student explains in English one
Japanese holiday or seasonal
event,

A. Student reads a Japanese pen pal's letter, written
in Japanese, and explains in English the cultural
context of references to holidays or seasonal events to
an American friend or family member.

2. Student explains in Japanese
one U.S. holiday 4q. seasonal event.

A. Student explains in Japanese the cultural context
of U.S. holidays or seasonal events to a Japanese pen
pal.

B. Student chooses one U.S. holiday or seasonal event
and reports to the class about its cultural context.

3 Student writes haiku showing
understanding of the use of kigo
(seasonal reference words).

A. Student writes one original haiku and other
students guess the season by identifying the kigo.
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Seasonal Events

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

Holidays and seasonal events
What are the origins of a holiday or seasonal event?

Haiku
Why are soasonal images so important to haiku?
What is unique about this literary form?
How has haiku become an international literary form?

Sample Expressions

4013/A.,i(A-Cog-q"v,

C.

-cgs nTGFd.70

<1-f-f1/10

Apr-, -r

LaWc03,c3idP0DF 1e't1P3
V-)10-0
TAtTfttanq, 3ffharglz:BXTW,I1E,rd8gL.

Structure

7
-/)i
ODEL

7')(1..)73Alz:t -D7ffiXtXrctRE3latc2i7l..-5

V (stem) 1:11,1<

otz-ALT:

rij Ig@OCE7-4-0

14g(gWr-Ct&EGIOTEL1,14-)n-a\m-g-0 -to4').1-1/6

r.)t-5/iltsVATE---6L5-7-5L7,700g-1-0 trs

)
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111 Seasonal Events

Vocabulary
Annual Events
L. GC-5131'D

-f

L<

91.JX7

-iti'D-f HT--

Japanese National Holidays
L.* <
-t4ILVORY

8tafai
1./ Ad.SVIJON)
3-i.L CYO
1-.111,1S58taiuZY

ta)0
tj33cT))
UK() 5 6%00
itiAl./1

VO
8/t/6-5/3V-IA.,0000
-Citd0.5TE:ha:: ZY

Socialization
Wulf

51,(D 511/-u

-31J`

Clothes/Equipment
Ig5
ZISK 6
*UT)
vYta

<-D

UP-L:8t 9
9.A.7/7

114

IE

WIEBS
t 9

S M

.R?--A

ampe
LttEE-27-e§6
W O-)EJaoe
WASEifd

ROA
.TgO)13
Mtg.) El
tWoD
fr40)8
5Zita) El
klJteg4406

4AtlX
41

WcioR51
nL1:151aas
d33Li

087.

ORM

MOW

*it
VitT
T

1 r) 0

1-15
2-11
3-20
4-29
5-3
5-4
5-5
9-15
9-23

10-10
11-3
11-23
12-23

New Year's Day
Easter
hanami (flower viewing)
Independence Day
tanabata (Star Festival)
obon (ancestral worship)
Halloween
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas
Valentine's Day
White Day

national holidays
Coming of Age Day
Foundation Day
Spring Equinox
Greenery Day
Constitution Day
Peoples' Holiday
Children's Day
Respect for Elders Day
Autumnal Equinox
Lipai is Day
Culture Day
Labor Day
Emperor's Birthday

New Year's Day card
otoshidama (money gift for
New Year's Day)
midsummer greetings
midyear gift
year-end gift
gift (in return)

haticap
gloves
ring
glasses
sunglasses
wristwatch
boots
shoes
socks
underwear
sweater
jacket



711'2)

r)-1

F=LJ

8t0
lgg8/A

-f

Seasonal Expressions
at-D

<1-3

-DK1)

E-5-ck5/td)-U
laD*8
cL

Food

0.1cM6ti,

IXADt5

Verbs
n'GZ
8Z
la<
tVQ<'

to-COG
ti-35
OVef<

<41z

goz

NX7N.

ZIA

EtiZ611

M

tEM

overcoat
skirt
trousers
blouse
white shirt
T-shirt
jeans
suits
tie
dress
gown/fancy dress
tuxedo
kimono
pajamas
swimsuit
wet suit
fin
oxygen tank

season
cherry blossoms
rainy season
fireworks
autumn color (fall folliage)
first snow
kigo (seasonal expressions
used in haiku)

special Japanese dish for
New Year
hina-arare (sweets for
Doll Festival)
kashiwamochi (sweets eaten
on Children's Day)
turkey
chocolate
candy

to wear on the head
to wear
to wear (lower parts of body)
to take off
to put on (gloves)
to put on accessories
to take along
to receive
to take/receive (humble form)
to give
to give (with respect)
to be given by others
to dive
to wear (hands/wrists/fingers)
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Self, Family, and Friends

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student greets others and
makes introductions,

A. Student greets and introduces him or herself to
the class.

B. Given a card that describes a situation, student
introduces one individual to another.

2. Student introduces him or
herself in a short presentation.

A. Student introduces him or herself, including name,
age, year in school, residence, hobbies, birthday,
nationality, and so forth.

B. Student writes a short letter of self-introduction,
answering questions posed by a Japanese pen pal.

C. Student completes simple (simulated-authentic)
personal data form.

3. Student exchanges personal
information with others.

A. After listening to several introductions, student
records the information gathered.

B. Student interviews classmates, who have been
given fictional identities, to gather personal
information.

4. Student describes someone he
or she knows well,

A. Using a photo for support, student explains the
characteristics, talents, and special skills of a family
member, friend, or pet.
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Self, Family, and Friends

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

Self and friends
What cultural expectations affect hoW one talks about oneself; including one's abilities?
What cultural expeetationa affect how one talks about others, including their abilities?
Do age and gender affect the choice of language to talk to or talk, about others?
How is self defined?

Families
Who comprises the core family?
Does a hierarchy exist within a family?
How is contact maintained with the extended family?
Are pets treated like members of the family?

Sample Expressions Structure

A: Igt:>e)gLit.
B: SZO
Iff.< (a,

-431a4VvT.T.

ia-5--.1-2131t2;ct-51.-CV-0

N N

A:
B:

#L,N

country+1::/u

Ig<IV4171". #tdivtli1

Ig<tamAcqA,--o, \a-g-o place IZ-171,71,

Ell A ga #1.1Ciu

Ig< laT3g/A-T8T-4-. lJ

varctr)tuvffiu-4-. fa/PC8?6
A: /X
B:

A: -L-tvas
B: tA, X81,17-T1a..

(11,1D/Jit,IgTo

ta.-

Adj N

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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II Self, Family, and Friends

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Acavities

1. Student gives detailed
information on his or her family,

A. Using a photo for visual support, student
describes the individual members of his or her family,
or of a fictitious family.

B. Student writes a letter to a Japanese pen pal
describing his or her family members in detail,
including interests, occupations, appearance, and so
forth.

2. Student obtains information
about another's family,

A. After listening to descriptions of different families,
student identifies photos matching the families.

B. Given a photo, student listens to a description of
the family and identifies individual family members
described.

C. Student interviews classmates about their families
and records the information on a chart.

3. Student expresses dreams or. -

goals for the future.
. A. Students work in pairs, interviewing one another

about their goals for the future. Based on the notes
taken during the interview, student writes a
summary of his or her partner's goals or dreams.
Student then reads the summary to the class for
members to guess to whom the summary refers.
Questions related to travel, residence, family,
employment, and education may be included.
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Self, Family, and Friends

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Families
How does one address family members in different cultures?
Whatexpressions ere appropriate for talking about family members?

Future goals
Who or what influences decisions about future career choices or coals?

Sample Expressions Structure

9:1gMVIVIK "C.

Riv)zcoomvAL,I-c-g-.

SMi±VJAM±T-4-.

UODP18/CLIgT--lit77ZA-CT.

Boveiga-R-crairzova,mh-:-.?-d-Dif:oLg
-g-.

Adj (i) stem <--C

Adj

Adj (na)-C

NON

CL

if: IEJ)V-6

\g"4'13'Q
B: 0,73AL,

\T-Tti`o 1,1*D73`

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Self, Family, and Friends

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student summarizes
information about an individual,

A. Student writes an article about a person after
listening to or reading an extensive interview
describing that individual.

B. After listening to a physical description of an
individual, student identifies the person described.

C. After listening to a description of an individual's
actions, student identifies the person described.

2. Student exchanges information
about family rules and routines,

A. Student makes a list of what is permitted or
forbidden for a Japanese student staying at his or her
home.

B. Student writes statements comparing or
contrasting his or her family's rules with those of
another family (U.S. or Japanese).

3. Student describes the chores
and household responsibilities of
family members.

A. After completing a reading or watching a video on
family life in another country, student lists cultural
observations.

4. Student makes and supports a
decision based on information
gathered through reading.

A. After reading several personal profiles, student
chooses the person he or she would like to correspond
with and explains that choice.

5. Student describes a past
experience, including his or her
reaction to that experience,

A. Student writes or tells about an event involving
family or friends, and explains how he or she felt at
the time.
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Self, Family, and Friends

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

0 seriations on fiilies
What ara'tha ring resPonsibilities of family members?
W4ftt are.the differing roles, a family mem rs?

Routinis in a home and family
What rules exist in ones home and family?
What suggestions would be helpful to a visitor to one's home?

Sample Expressions

(13h,lati7J at, 1-C-To

071ctd13`1T-C1,1

LUE13hilac.::-Clfi5MircititlyWCC-d".

550)FIRRIVVITC-To

5-.1.iLfRrS1P3E7.1a/vAi\-ClaUllIg-thic,

ROTIVitE714<"-CtVIO-CI.
Mlaa00/1/L5-01-0TML/1LiOU

41g<WODTE(AUgg'.
MfaBAOtlftiTs7.M'_IMAPY8--C1-.

91JCIaMMT-D-C<WIT.T.

Tt, 3J.11.,QW ol-C-_Ll419g.

Structure

1a/J1 Adj (i)
Adj (i) stem <-C/Adj (na)

Relative clause + N

47g<Z13./.034,7z1,1

4/P3

"4"c-C<Zttilti)

-c

/3,5

Adj (i) stem

mPyAVAIABLE 7 0
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II Self, Family, and Friends

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student compares his or her
family life to that of a person from
another culture.

A. Student writes a composition comparing his or her
family life to that of a person from another culture.

B. Student reads about family life in another culture
and answers questions from the teacher or other
students regarding similarities and differences with
his or her own culture.

2. Student states an observath'n
of another's emotional condition
and hypothesizes the cause of that
emotion.

A. Given a picture of someone in an emotional state
(such as someone crying), student guesses what may
have happened and shares this with another student
or the teacher.

3. Student gives advice to resolve
a problem.

A. After picking a card describing a situation or
problem, student offers advice.

4. Student describes the act of
giving and receiving between
individuals who are related in
various ways.

A. Given a visual depicting a variety of giving and
receiving situations between individuals of various
ages and status, student describes the situation,
mentioning both the giver and the recipient of the
item.

B. Given a visual depicting various favors done
between two individuals of various ages and status,
student describes the situation, mentioning both the
giver and recipient of the favor.

5. Student defines what a
particular term or concept means
to him or her.

A. Student writes a descriptive paragraph specifying
the qualities found in an ideal friend.
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Self, Family, and Friends

Language Components

kontext

Pei liefie#04Vit'

*iistj9i*
'o4s'ar0

Advanced Level

foz gvg gicLX
fiirf iv4Pifit

(104 nü Yalge frieridshilier

Sample Expressions Structure

47.:1171b MI1J`.

nfx\./u7J',.Z<K'SE:iti.":,3/actilaYgata LE:6
-5 A-C-Te

ef5Lidz30
Adj (i) stem

tc:-../SVIAT8tsA13`61g*V8t-20Y-CUcg /EGA/. .0Y-C

ii3J1A Ct/JIVOg 41-CV

A: .ebteigillgt`i0 0-cog-T. 13:73No

B:

/1,1JTS.7.2\7-1R<I1..gt..te-Le

someone N

f/A1g&41:171,)1--±.11M(i1E. someone 1 N

l'2&%11P3E156:81/)re_kf 8g someone /3'13 N

MICL -DT' I (JIUMAJ ZXL

<rizATI. Relative clause + N

M(Dt I UNUMRJ LU150)1a, {iETt21PD-C t1,150)1

t,I-Dtgimcatirctr3ogLite...c, L8

3EST COPY AVAILABLE 123



IIII Self, Family, and Friends

Vocabulary
Personal Information
tjgg

LAID

#1J1<t3f-u
#<3-j-
LAD.3).

tl,MAJV-DZ,
it hi L: .C5 Z5
"g-

L<L,147gElt

Pets

-f

-ERfEv

)J.>(

)3.>(
LT:t
-f
)31-U72
81-1

)j7°I-&V
lANV.J
Personal Relationship
UGhi

g<

Ltk.-15

U/1/05
5-8105t0/95.>(-1--

gINDOOLV=LI5/QVL.
Ltrcl5L5L,

7jt

NY7L/:11-4,
Zk71-/1 F
711--f7LF
COOL
ChAt<1..'0/7-(77>t

124

*WI

MU

ic1301,Mit/flot
Mtrat
WOW).

PERt

a

name
age
address
phone number
grade #
class #
hobby
date of birth
birthday
things I like
things I am good at

pet
dog
cat
guinea pig
hamster
mouse
rabbit
turtle
snake
chameleon
birds
parakeet
canary
goldfish
tropical fish
giant beetle
owner

self
I (girl/adult)
I (boy/young man)
others/stranger
friend
best friend
classmate
good friend
being a friend to each other
childhood friend
pen pal
girlfriend
boyfriend
sweet heart
fiancee or fiance
Miss/Mr./Mrs./Ms.
address used for boys
used with the first name



Family and Relations

Vcb

ct5li
8..c-54-c!o
r)--m
n-TE

ot5L
M/Jv5\t/ii
uhit8

ag./u/nO:
tbc,1

(ALE
Married Relationship
II -3 E.:iv
i0 Liu

LILAOL::11,
"Dg/ tJictU\
ira/Ol>11)

Feelings
8t5
4-8
861/1

ICX L/3)-

Hair Style

/\72
H)J H

g'6/31.40g 7

3.114

545

U

6'5 vJ

atiVinfit

vam/aR

Eff.

AX1.1

family
parent
parents
children
adopted child
brothers and sisters
daughter
son
father
mother
older brother
older sister
younger sister
younger brother
baby
relatives
grandfather
grandmother
uncle
aunt
niece
nephew
cousin

marriage
divorce
second marriage
husband (a, the, my)
wife (a, the, my)
another's husband
another's wife

feelings
emotion
like
dislike
love
affection
hatred
pitiful

hairstyle
long hair
short hair
close-clipped hair (crew cut)
permed
straight
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Hair Color
1.39)-0)t,V3

<100-3
8/ufg'D
Z13`11
lf1-5I1c

Hobbies
7J 7J-17

LAD IA \

\-b (73)(5)

:3 H

"A-11/118

KD L.

Occupation

8cg-5L.
1J`L.KD

1, \-b

/WIZ. iS/7JVuLi"L's

51-g
1-11/1-D13`11)
1J% 1E25/3\

5 ft, -C LAD

LA) 51,1
Z.fc 5 L.
LAD&
tr.:0/3'< 512.0

126

rdm/its

RT.Et
tkiEt
egi%/63±
At95±
Nag
51,5-et'

hair color
black hair
dark brown
blond
redhead
gray hair

karaoke
reading
gardening
craft
taking a walk
mountain climbing
painting
photography
music appreciation
concert
go
shogi
chess
drama/theater
movie
calligraphy
drawing/painting
sumie
haiku
traveling
driving
sports

occupation/work
teacher
singer
doctor
dentist
nurse/male nurse
lawyer
firefighter
police officer
diplomat
computer programmer
system engineer
engineer
self-employed
agriculture/farming
dairy farming
driver
veterinarian
hair stylist
homemaker
professor



Pa)</tillit-D8cg5
00.t5eArDlivJ

\
*gli)L5kt
LA)5(TO

bcg51-1/uv:-.)

8/1;c7:50h,
\ Li U V-1)

cgtluUllu / LA/

Household Chores/Rules

12>

< -3,W318

KDat,8
teuriA,

Descriptors
LDbOD

810 CD

ttIVAI
tVO<0
\-bt-CtilZ
IS\ -DTI/16
Vboo

't4 LA\

\

IL-c1 t./Cl/1Z

Verbs

"DteD6
"/J`116 (61P3)

ni-35
IT6

v-ptit>

etl,M<-0-?D

a%,1g
XT/MNM
NW-Ott

*ME
WRE

gB5v>

MITO
A410
angl/gS

-2411120)
0)

NR0
NIA\
UVA0
Mn1A0
'ffitTOZ

b]Wo

MLA\

Mu85
Vid)

TE5

MC
rolt
[qz
xt-g-z
w5kz

electrician
carpenter/builder
medical technician
accountant
plumber
repairer
cook
stockbroker
salesperson
bank employee
company employee
librarian

help
clean-up
polishing shoes
running an errand
taking garbage out
watering (plants)
shoveling snow
curfew
taking care of (pets, family)

the second
real (biological)
-in law
close
tall
short
thin
fat
pretty/cute
quiet
strict
gentle/kind
scary
smiling

to discuss
to work for an organization
to wear (glasses)
to help/assist
to cry
to Iaugh/smile
to love
to hate
to feel pity for
to be annoyed
to be troubled by
to be able to/can do
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Shopping

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student writes a simple
shopping list based on a specific
situation.

A. Given a situation (such as buying back-to-school
supplies, going on a field trip, preparing a lunch, or
having a birthday party), student creates a list of
items needed.

2. Student communicates interest
and disinterest in various items
through a combination of verbal
and nonverbal communication.

A. After bringing items to class, student role-plays
either the vendor or customer and uses Japanese
currency. Teacher might also create a Japanese store
using authentic products from Japan.

3. Student inquires, confirms, and
reacts to pricing and the relative
value of items.

A. Student questions the teacher about the prices of
various items, records the prices, and then judges
whether such a price is inexpensive, typical, or
expensive for such an object.

4. Student confirms availability
and location of an item for
purchase.

A. Student role-plays a customer asking several
businesses or store clerks about the availability and
location of a particular item.
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Shopping

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

taskin0 gal:chases
bohaviara and vePressiona ara sammonlY employed:when making urclaases

erent-Oniturca?
How generic or specialized are storeS in different ePuntri
How are items located in different stores?
HOW iS value calculated with differing exchange

Sample Expressions

LS8-Li4LJD A111)M"

1,16

C.:071.1.Alal.<175-Cl/3`0

moL,

A: Et1,1aE75F9T-TO
B:t-A,

B:V-)Lgt/u. W-CV 0

t5'cbrolOtala-C-C-4-73'
B:EOST-4".

Structure

Adj

IlL

#1.n)

BEST COPY AVAIABLE
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1111 Shopping

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student seeks and follows
directions to make a desired
purchase.

A. Given a picture cue, student asks where the
pictured items can be purchased and how to get
there, and records the answers on a street, store, or
mall map.

2. Student recognizes signs and
symbols to determine information
on stores.

A. Student answers questions about a variety of
business signs regarding the type of business or
service, hours of operation, and so forth.

3. Student requests varying
quantities of an item a
determines the purchase price,

A. Given a Japanese newspaper ad showing various
items with prices, student role-plays a customer and
identifies how many of an item he or she desires. The
partner role-plays a store clerk and replies how much
that quantity will cost.

4. Student makes arrangements
for purchases to be mailed or
delivered (in person and by phone).

A. Student role-plays ordering a service or item for
delivery, such as soba, ramen, pizza, concert tickets,
or clothing. Student must confirm price, time, and
location of delivery.

5. Student identifies the relative
value of Japanese currency.

A. Given two ads, one priced in dollars and one in
yen, student determines the less expensive of the two
items.

B. Student records and reports the daily yen-to-
dollar exchange rate over the course of a month or the
monthly rate over the year. Student then discusses
the impact of any changes for purchasing age-
appropriate items (such as CDs, toys, comic books, or
cars).
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Shopping

Transitional Level

Language Components

tares and shops
nds of storeS exist in diSferent countries?

of items`do they carry? ,

ow frequently do people'do their grocery shopping?
How do people make purchases in small stores?
Who usually does the shopping for a family?

Purchases from your home
How common and convenient is shopping by telephone?
Are mail-order catalogues a part of every culture?

Sample Expressions Structure

LE-CFE-D-CUlg

vs4aNas L-51-d-Dif:13t,11,1-C-Tn`. 7E:600
ItO rlgt/1)73`

f0B4V13fgEbIg-C-C4"Vo time /P3 time g-C

88V8-CtV.,

8 tama-J---c-g-. -la
E:0)-Ha-fral,\<13-C-Tv. i# (1)0<

-C'EffFirC (totalizing)

6-c-Tve

place

±filiBiCIVC8g-g'Vo

time

#04U1

E3(1 #EZIO
E_TC)CD1a77><U7Y-Clg# B$ZIg# --Cig "Vs -73-
FTC-To

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 7"1
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III Shopping

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student states need, expresses
opinions, asks for alternatives, and
obtains what he or she wants when
shopping.

A. Student role-plays a teacher-designed shopping
situation where there is a problem with the item he or
she wants to purchase (such as the item is out of
stock) or has purchased (such as it does not fit).

2. Student demonstrates A. Student listens to public announcements from a
comprehension of honorific department store or train and identifies key
expressions in authentic situations. messages.
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Shopping

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

hoi6pilig /*bite
What le the cultiara* amiroliriate manner to make a paitheee?

areairingeMinte mmle over the phone?,

What. M4que Imagaige i use4 Mliaging sameone?

Sample Expressions Structure

5cg

igvayu-r (e)
goonsozili-e-g-vo

Et1(35c5LOOLlialgV".
t-5/.1>LiglAc)1(Og'tfulJ,,

C.0)1C,10)1,7.L.M4".

X800-)LirUtUA-Ctrog-§"/D,0

g;s10)VDTUW El] L.±11g-T.

06U,cbUtglitL6-080)k-IfIr/g-CT-3,1:l..<

Adj (i) stem

Adj (i)

Z-C870.6

Adj (i)

time gTIz:
1E4'Z
--Cti35/t1-5-A. (potential)

0-5/t5 LAI-7Z

V <7\

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Shopping

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student uses Japanese to A. Student works in a small group to promote a
market or promote a product or product or service through a printed ad or video
service. commercial.

2. Student compares and
contrasts cop sumer customs and
behaviors across cultures.

A. After reading an authentic newspaper or
magazine article on statistics of consumer customs
and behaviors (such as how much money is spent on a
wedding in Japan), student writes a summary and
reaction to the content. The article may need to be
modified to match student's reading level.
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Shopping

Advanced Level

Language Components

Context

Adve *sementa
cultural difThrences elist 14 advertising?, ,

Are there cultural differenies in consumer preferences and expectations?
&What is the frequency of shopPing in different cultures and with different age groups?

What accounts for different attitudes toward credit or cash transactions?

Sample Expressions Structure

Chigla\ORM/Pat'a-zifigi--CffitWYCLicx
--513N

Mit13,13BIEtrAti1f-..0)--M,\AJTV-0

1-g-L"ii3t-Moct54ni-Legr-CTo

rttOtOtirso\-551,-,=, t_FUL5-E/0

91J9,J1--)3FotC,1-4-813,1341,q(E4:-t-D-cu\Z

84MOR4onTwg-tiv.
Zwa.

--C1M6901M-ibMt/PJ\

Adj (i) stem <--C
--/J\

(potential)

CYC

V (potential) ti:ald."-51c-g

40-55(C_

Dia\3/-DVtD1-1, (passive)

(by means of)

#t

EISA1a72)0J)3AgL,
ti\g-th,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 135



III Shopping

Vocabulary
Buying/Selling
131,1t0)

ct OA;
101:10.5Wv

f-tililv
50/u

Lic-gtO)
71>C5

,SNL/8
1.--

MML<
rdifffu
0/uLID

Ordering/Delivering

5--1/7Z1s.)::131s)::)9r

.D-51J/03.91:1

tv-Cg

ck\t<

L5I-S175

/VulIfvc
TE -D Ko

11/v
L/05

Places
,Li-f

I
L/iv/Wu
Vvict1,1
501g

c>rt <

Events
IJ 7

136

M!Ei!,

vegx2
maa
AAR

jLcj

IKE)391:1"

fiat
z,15

WEilt

91111

d 0

1 '1 'I

shopping
merchandise
imported product
domestic product
food items
article/goods
camera
walkman
furoshiki (wrapping cloth)
ticket
good price
price
quality
size
color

advertisement
telephone shopping
mail-order shopping
catalog
food ordered from home
delivery
order
to book/reserve
mail
enclosed
delivered by mail
for return mail
home-delivered
prefecture
state
city
street
street number

ticket center
supermarket
department store
annex (new)
information desk
sales counter
shelf
# floor
one's own house

flea market
concert



10,E11-5

Means of Payment
9Li`2.)v

11/1,811,
11/1,8Al/J\ Le)
1.5101J'"

lifil_-.51=SV 0

Public Announcement
t38\-b<g

C2

Descriptors
67)113LA/1
-COW (4)
Verbs
g6-5
LAg135
5105thil"

LE11.6
E.-51)VC

Miscellaneous

tsi-D1J'
11-DE5
Ut)Licb
thfisi

bhiLiP

nlITUffi
3XT

(I;z)

Va

azg-

rcZ
fit
tg11-6

traveling
bargain sale

credit card
check
cash
registered mail for cash
postal transfer
payment through bank
account

customer
paging
lost child
announcement
o I go- (honorific prefix)
contact

rare
polite

to pay
to make payment
to order
to buy
to sell
to ask/order/request
to send
to deliver
to exchange

directly
cost of living
nice
consumer
all/total
within-
appreciation
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Travel and Transportation

Beginning Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student describes a simple
travel itinerary.

A. Given a point of origin and destination, student
describes where, how, when, and with whom one
would logically travel there.

B. Given a detailed travel itinerary in English,
student orally reports the highlights of the itinerary
in Japanese to a non-English speaking Japanese
visitor. Student includes point of origin, destination,
date, departure time, mode of transportation,
duration of trip, and so forth.

2. Student gathers essential
information from spoken Japanese.

A. Given a blank one-week daily planner calendar,
student records the key travel information relayed by
instructor or tape regarding an upcoming trip,
including departure and arrival times, origin and
destination, and mode of transportation.

B. In response to oral questions (for example, Where
can you exit this station?), student selects the
appropriate sign from among many various
signboards to provide the information requested.
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Travel and Transportation

Beginning Level

Language Components

Context

edia tfansporta
tan:Palen niealla tranaKrtatien are used in al1 aree

aniv'of transpertation do various segments ofthe'population Use for daily co

popular destinations for vacations? Wbat makes them popular?
at *anti of trattepartation is commonly used when going on a vacation?

'With whom are vacations spent?

Sample Expressions Structure

A:-55/P31*MTfora18.-1JN
g-C15.-8g-To

L8L8,
A:LOD<*i507DV3Tg"-V3N.

8. t[14*C-55M-4-.
/04(1737VIZ:a8gIo

A: NIV-i-la-Li1:13v\-15-.81.4-13`.
B:

AZ.11,b1a8g1.1J`0

z_-.G3Rox.eicHaac-4./3,0

wo-czomuctz-5.

place 13'6 place gT,
(by means of)

#<*1-3(.1

time place

time "L:3

LE/D\
place ,\Aza, \<

someone

NON
placeZ

JEST coliNVAILABLE
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Travel and Transportation

Transitional Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student determines an
appropriate travel activity based
on specific criteria,

A. Given simulated authentic material (such as a
travel brochure), student skims and scans for
relevant information needed to plan a trip. Stucknt
then reports on the trip selected based on personal
preference or predetermined criteria, such as budget
or time constraints.

2. Given oral cues, student
navigates his or her way to a
desired destination,

A. Given oral instructions in Japanese, student takes
notes in English and then sketches a rough map to the
destination, filling in landmarks mentioned.

B. Given a sheet of various kanji used in travel,
student identAfies the appropriate kanji in response to
a situation described orally (for example, You need to
find the bank).

3. Student describes a trip in
written form.

A. Student writes a postcard to Japanese teacher or
Japanese host family about his or her trip.

B. Student writes about a trip in journal format.

4. Student exchanges plans with
another person for a proposed trip,

A. After interviewing another student about what he
or she wants or intends to do, see, and experience on
a planned trip, student reports the information in oral
or written form.

5. Student requests assistance
with travel needs and
demonstrates understanding of the
essential information given,

B. Given a card with a task, present location, and
destination, student asks for help, says where he or
she is going, asks clarifying questions, and records
information in English to verify that essential
information was understood.

.
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Travel and Transportation

Transitional Level

Language Components

Context

Traveling
What supplies are needed for taking a trip?
What destinations of interest are in an area?
What activities are popular at different travel destinations?
What information is needed for taking a trip?
How much vacation time is typical for various segments of the society?

Sample Expressions Structure

Wg/P3:51tiraC.P3<'61.,1VViDa-1-.

3-5"-4-131gli1n4Ntg.g5"7Tgg-C-T.,

Tillali)R181J'PT870P-3-gt13/\i"5.8Ltil-C"§-. vis
covi-IER 19 Mt% iO g-4-. place

place --C"

T./10551a-7VOL4(07-T. 0)tr.:00

Mq1,1-15R-COg.n

13-81g7 0 Lig

R1V-51ERUTP15-1Efd-<"Dt --/Dt0

7-01111,17..15.-E5LEID-CUI-g-To V -5L3t5
.60Y ore

1)\--5/1),-. (potential)

gtf3HODVM,R15ENT:td. ta

\ g-g-n,

Arc-g-ns
V.

;EST COPY AVAILABLE
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Travel and Transportation

Intermediate Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student gives and understands
explicit directions.

A. After picking a destination card and looking at a
map, student writes a memo in Japanese that
provides directions to the destination for another
student.

B. Studbnt receives another student's prepared
memo and, not knowing the final destination, traces
the route.

2. Student explains all
preparations necessary for an
extended trip,

A. Student makes a detailed list of what must be
done six months ahead of a planned trip, three
months ahead, one month ahead, two weeks ahead,
one week ahead, and the day before.

3. Student makes a presentation
of an actual trip taken.

A. Student brings trip photos to class and presents
the trip to classmates orally or through a poster with
photos and captions.
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Travel and Transportation

Intermediate Level

Language Components

Context

ps aretind t
at 4rei80.*tit regona1 differences within a given countrV?
t is the hitorica1 background Of different regiOns Of 4tipan?

'Why ia,travel aivayfrora lia)ne eneouraged or discaurage&
What,Seciai factors influence cbeice of tranSportation?

Sample Expressions Structure

gV,Iti\g.D-4-<Tdot<te gV

VUg-To placeV

litgo-Cg-D-T<LOJE+3M5v)g*T. L
nfra4A.-ictOck5rANII-g5. 40cg-51:

INWT8C1MF-fflOgAttOgV. period of time g I:

ME3g-CC2-7FgMLig.T. timeg-CL

itiLTf0MO'g±k8g-To
(7_11g1-±WCgD/LL80f4A-CI. L8ON
EWC3,Mr5L4EUMWMlf7MigU7Lo tc119rc"

El7MttlITVO-Ci,X.7UglA= COOZ

i3EST COPYAVAILABLE
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111 Travel and Transportation

Advanced Level

Outcomes Suggested Assessment Activities

1. Student uses historical and
geographical background of an
area to be visited in order to state
a rationale for a trip.

A. Working in a small group, student designs a trip
and creates a brochure with appropriate historical
and geographical background information.

2. Student makes trip-related
purchases (such as souvenirs or
meals), investigating options, and
asking about their historical or
regional significance.

A. Student writes questions to make an informed
purchase, asking about availability, use, origin,
connection to the region, and appropriateness for the
purchaser, and records the answers.
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Travel and Transportation

Language Components

Context

Offaphle,:and'iseial diffei!eaee

4 What axie.by ta accommodations is available indiffereat regiorisi_

, aliaPertatien ,elitione exlaf far traveling f4"tiiirerint regions?-
what souwiirs or products are gmetue, to different regione- aro they made

.. .

What is their purpose?
,

Advanced Level

Sample Expressions

E-..a-ArmarkTeurcSrlglo 7t-CZ/1:"03t1,Z (passive)

1.,11L63.107;:f.L.-gir)tir MI. torAl-cblz
-..41.LtEug/J1 73\ -.4-1,Lt/3

UM-CM

14ffig31,7_1gLivUl'8119g-173,0

tc-g-cffi*-cogv-73,. (--c8-av6)

criciaco/Pauomunw 10 M173'. 7,7t1Z:v

itTO7Z:001rCIV. ^-0)TEIZOD N

Structure

3EST CnIDY AVAILABLE
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Travel and Transportation

Vocabulary
Places
-55

t,110<-5
--C<*5

lL
815
50-5-5<"5

1E.--Ct0)
n-cis
11V-ul:Pcb

X"

ZYt. KWu
la< taD73V-D
3).5
73\L

Modes of Transportation

LiMMWu

5/Jr-CD
<Zg

\-b

MZ1/1-C

Train-related Terms

08
n-pu,0
cgelitylv,5vi-mL\
itE1-5LAt
#giu
#gAdvp
L-D810501-1)
LICIA01.1)
I3\--3541,-DuNt
8i05C5
8-DG

146
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home/house
station
information desk
entrance
exit
east exit
west exit
south exit
north exit
central exit
airport
building
temple
shrine
tower
park
art museum
museum
street
corner (outside)

bus
taxi
train
subway
car
bicycle
motorcycle
shinkansen (bullet train)
airplane
on foot (walking)

leaving-
arriving at-
bound for-
car (train)
platform #
car #
number # (seat)
#th
limited express ticket
reserved seat ticket
local train
express train
ticket



Time/Duration
rct-Dv3-4-di- summer vacation
#13'11DgA.- # months ahead of time

5 0 I-111/T geography
5 0 cg 5 tttliEt. geographically

511/u Affi plateau
rttM beach
1t3E map

cg 0 distance
NA area

height

Historical Terms
history

118 Li-C.8 fg5ni historical
#tl/18 #TE #th century

-era/period

Events/Activities
sightseeing

cg Z.: 5 Q51,Rid. overseas trip
camping

g-D 10 festival

Places in Japan
Ig.D/3\tilL5 AGABE Hokkaido
fah) Li* -5 4,-.41111 Honshu
L.< DEI Shikoku
8KD 5 LAD 5 1101 Kyushu
51g1111, .T.VAI Chiba prefecture (sister state

of Wisconsin)

8440 AA Okinawa
-D fg,3 1.,111K Sapporo

Nagoya
(At OM Ise

Yokohama
Coa...5 El 316 Nikko
TE13`'\bg AS LLI Takayama
46 E-s:EZ Nara
Z../1.../g 1.->a Hiroshima
ict V 8 Rille Nagasaki

Osaka
Kobe
Tokyo
Kyoto

15L:A., 2±LLI Mt. Fuji
4 VO) RN Nagano

Accommodation
hotel

ct Viu ryokan (inn)
Etv minshuku (bed-and-breakfast-

type lodging)
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Ai

Planning/Preparation

ck 5 8h,
cral
LAO M.7

Descriptors
(t,k)

641,1;f2.

1C1341.1::

Verbs
V31
2D`

1/1.6

tcp-Ctil<
-341-CU
"D<
13'

0)1g-5
Lg6
Miscellaneous
diAbrft CD
L</t 'Iv

148

gg (7-c0
i'gr5roz.t.

ffiAzrzf..

1:1

±am
a

youth hostel
homestay
tent

timetable
fare
plan (schedule)
preparation/ precaution
preparation
intention
suitcase

famous
(to be) made
(to be) built
(to be) completed

to turn
to be able to buy
to need
to think
to take with (objects)
to take along (people, pets)
to arrive at
to take time/cost
to make sure
to climb
to stay at

souvenir
special product
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List of Functions and Expressions

Socializing

Funciions Formal Less Formal Structure

Using
Different
Modes of
Speech

WEBRA

fEect3ct.

VIB/-u

llifilliiii/< hi/WEB

11R<AJ/vJiu/RII

Greeting

AAVvg.

1,1"Dt, i161,1"la-D-Cl,1".
COAfg, L5t.

Talking
About
Weather

(,)t,1X'ATIrdA...
-N(J1T-4-W..
OLU1111 (s 2) T-TtaA..
I, Vc137.-sX%-e-Tra"..
--'61g, -1-ificklE1PD1C

Obl, % (re.) IQ 'A.
Ntiltd -A.
T.).1.,1111 (r.:.) ta.A.
01-bteX% (1)
-.--efas -./urckia.-g...</a

-.4QA

Adj (i) stem<4

Introducing IIBEI-d-f-ualerifl-LiMI.
E:5131LUE1311iTf'1".
C.561aME#M1.1133/-t/C-T.
lacs,og UT.
WEBLEI3L/gIo

5-` c,kl.i<.
(7_513C-Z-, ,,l...<MtiliAL/g-4"

iliEBbi11,1-4".
cl...<.,
C.1513E-t, 0kl.<0

1g-7-4"
N 0) N

Ll,1 5

Leave-taking

L. g L. cg 5 .
-ert--cla, gtf.:, 3E0551E.

7----E%-C".

1,1-D-Cr3ol.,\-blil.

-Clg, )%1/0"-C1,1.a-C1,113.DUva
O.
Vhilg.D-C<1.:_.1\0

cO`c-gc3/R-fg-ro

L.:,b,
1",--.--

L'i'cb, grt., 0,1551:0

12;
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t14DicA'..1/ 
ketn/.40%a(Ini,--- 

(1/4GaVID.. 

VM1-trl'ake/% 

ci 

° (Q/CD) 
til2ref:Yliggl 'Rc---1° 

/Q) Ol'icA(Iga. snigg 
°c& stycc-- 

Or,/ cc 
°Y.e4 GO 

W141-VIC,Ic.-4- SW 

'lei 
°c.--'ETic.:a- (>gl) rl* 

`GIRGO-a- 
°"21* 

'''' (-21) c-..a.- "/C: 
°rya 

°C,111/4GatA<I'llC-_-V 'Rc-. 

"-/-r7+GaVID-c...-- sY.kill 
°_allW 'Y.11(1 

°Yklki 

°A.D.AE121 

*.kirEPLC.a-'1* 

0_P-D-C:4- 

*4-D-C-..- (YY.) 'tiVI 
°Y.Y./VIVI 

2u100i2usICE 
/2uTaa.121/ 

:2Ic \CI tuals CO rpv 

121N1+ (1) IPV 

a.1471JR 

°Yl1k1 

0gRaGa 
°C.RaGa '`ag- 

°C..aGa 

*---21f1D-1412,i 

'..D-,C.Ie/ 
0.2tricoc:/-2455w1V 

-,---V1 G l_r2aM R 

°D_cici--21lig.- "gtrill 

e:;_'illkl,,.72.C.-RIC/Ga 
*--2Jikt),..72C.:RaGIW '(-4 -C4- 

*fli,4f.e.t- 

°-P--kl..-.2 C. RQGIW 2upitretu 

tl:',4>AU 

(04ieN0110.721A 

'a9C14-2. 
°>r1211/R 

°t11 >2A47.21:(2M 'gl 
°1-tif.fiR 

°21$M 

°_arl11111R>nT 'aRW-,- 
r)::1>Y.7_4U>rl2T-2.13R 

o_TJSYR a-c. 
°V1:?4>2/19t121:12M 'W 

--2-1'1,11-tOR 
O.21c1c1R 

o..an`l** ':21R 
*-P-.-)9* 2upiRl-aimri 

aanlon.ns maim ssari reumod suomund 



Functions Formal Less Formal Structure
Agreeing/
Disagreeing -4-11a45LIEBbIg*Te

-/-vg/S151Z.-.1a,

5-C lf 513.

-t5l>'NbgOLM511L. ickotnt5
-111gA5LT,54.

5gMlOgWIL.
-th,4651,--.41,111L 11L

Inquiring
About Health
After a Long
Interval

ZRIDOVO
bit\ V-C-4-73`.

?
VDU 41,1?
L5?

Responding
to Questions
About Health

5his (tC-) cZ

5 his Z/J`11g-ve.
5/b,

Ls
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Exchanging Information

Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Identifying
Person
Identifying
Nationality/
Profession

WEBE-TT.T.

Vgia:11/1./CLI-g".
tiaE3A-C-To
'4V0)57-4".
litla1:103/0 1g.I.

nfillgL5f3T-TV.
L51-30)--C-4-73`.
B*ODITC-4.V.

Asking for/
Giving
Information

EnIgg-C-1-13`,,

1,1<c3C-4-V.

fc-ENI-C-4-7`0

fcEM/P3f013-C-C'T/JN.
1TEMIES8g g"1"/J`.
fEEMi*O 13`,

qMg-C1:15-1/1Sl,11,1T-4-73`.

LE-2.-C11J`.

LL-1/\i`I8V-13`.
LC.-C'rc-DZl,)M-T/P,
LC.13`1735kg-T/3`.
LEgTf-i8'4.1)\.

Lt1TIV.
(L-D)

(,10"-C-C1"/3`.
1,1")3kg-T1J`.

15

(Ig<) t (TE) co
4-1..SFOA

maLE:.?
'COX?

E3

C11,
o< 13?
1,1< 1:3?

811-Clil< 13?

N N
occupation LI

1Z

ffM?
f0B-4/P-3i-O&IT?
irTMIalt8gZ?
feEMILICOZ?
i-E3MgTILM1111g01,1/ (,\

LE?
/ ZZ61)?

LC.1,7.1,1Z / LAZO)?

ec-D-C/Fu-D-CZO)?
LC/P3*Z 15kZOD?
LE:.-< I fd<GY?
Efl. LE7.0))3,45?

Lt1?

LOV?

O'D/bl*D4OD?
("1"DiJ\13?

1,1"Dg-C?
/*Z0)?

UL-D, ISV
(totalizing)

time /\i3 time
time IE
time
time -CIE

L.
place fa-.
place IE. li1Z
place /\
place
LC/P-3

LC6D
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Asking for/
Giving
Information

ftELL,1-5A-c-4-/iN.
r:.rtorc-g-tN.
t-L:tivf-s-8g-4-73N.

1glitt13`0

tzf:t1ACATrig-4.13'.

L5 3 -DZE8g.
iirCE g
L-51=sokti31,\INZ1-13`.

Elliga, V,
< 61,17J`13'10

-ff13`.
LIC-C-TV.

-MR-CV-V.

-5t, --5kri5r-c-vp\o

fig-Cffi3ra g*I1J`.

LT-cat
L1,1-5N
tt-Ina)

L(with)
person 1:11
person (Et 6-5

L-5 \t-D-Cfs< 1f5.<0)? L5b-D-C
fef-CF5< I f -J<O)? --C" (by means of)
L5fi-DiZtc31,11,\ /1,11/160? 1Z-77.6

/ OM)? lg.
LOD< (31,1/JVJ\ 113\1J`ZO)? LO< 131,

Ictff I 4/-11-C?
5 Lit?

L-50-5gR?

tgz-ff

Lir.:
L5C,15 (tlI)

ots 1T0if-A? 0)1M
fOZO-3 / 050? L0-5

FiE,-CciEZ1,15 / 050)? ---"C (by means of)
fg-Cffi5ralZ / ffiN-Cl./1Z0)?-7 (made of)

Describing *,/lila-if-ERL
People oi-)1a733.R<T,;t1,1-C-TO

(Physical
Traits/
Temperament 51B<A,taxa(i\o_.t_i-ct,\g-4.-.
/Attire)

1-LA</vIggiT-To
Xit`2,1XIJOIZ:Lialg-g".

1.4/31*-<-c*t---cog-1.0
Ei1335--AttTii1T-To

VIgfulg.7-4A-DIgl, \ATV".

Z:1131a7-ti4r3LAJITiAT-TeI.J1J-/-ufg.EA.

HaAdj-C-1"
(JAdj (i) stem <

(i)
3Adj + N (part
of body)
Adj (i)< Litt/1
11T1
fall/a1Z
--701\Z (state)
Adj (i) stem <
Adj (na) + N

6U0
Ul-gf-7-2)(idi.L04) ck54/a$7L04
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure
Describing
People
(Physical
Traits/
Temperament
/Attire)

,L,,,Tzhstg, Milt 9 U-ci,

ffililt 9-6.--CbIZ,k7Ytiu

--C-1,1

Relative clause + N

Describing
How Things
Are

:).Elafft3 t` D re.:-C -To
Ai Lib IR -- -r --CUL-.
tik/N--s71\5'11.-C-1-.

Adj (i) stem fJNort..
Adj (i) + N
Adj (na) + N

Asking About
and Telling
Physical
Conditions

L-5 l../t/ii-C-17`.
..0A, 1,11)`131--C-g-1Y.

Rt..)i.OLO-titii)`.

V*0143.1a, 1,1/P31-C-Iisi.
g 0, glITtIclz< gt,lhi-C1-.

R81aL -5 -C-I-13\e

nS--CI--DiJNO, cg<rc-tOl..

t75, Ic-ziOglii-,:::.

rali3z)t,\--cog-g-0
1107.-oivskovicIA,--c-4-0
Rai)1v)-4-.

i).ceuv-Li--c--4-0

0±8% (RA/ ..4%) Vlig-I.
IslItligldit_.

('4fi) l.. Lit.--
(."../1/1J1D1./-51:-..13\73'0V..7,

L-5 liie...0.)?
--0)1& 5?
RI-304,--0/1?

L 5 (-g-)

Adj (i) stem <rztl,1

Adj (i) stem <4.

t-5.

name of illness

Expressing
One's Own
Feelings

tIVAL.,(, (ELAN) --C-I,,,
iJ1-)t,1-5e-g-td -A..
A-5--- --r igizfaxAN-Drt--..-c-4-0

iktfri5g-Ita..
R,15-C-4-0

fillgUiPER(/ I -CI:.

tDM, //-1)1,15!
fik/31.Dra.x-

gAdj (i) -CI-
Adj (na) -C-I/rt.:

Expressing
the Feelings
of Others

VDAMIl..5-C-I.
VOxiamut,Icg5-7,'-1.
VDA13.M1..hir1,1-1*.
VD) 4.0l../PD-CUNg-Ic,
MODAlagLAIt(,)-D-ClAg-I.

Adj (i) stem 3
Adj (i) c4Z.5
----Cl,1

Adj (i) stem 131
L(/).D-C1,1?D
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Narrating
Personal
Experiences

TLtODIMR-Fir_f58gLAtf..
RUIZ:I:5. -Dir:-B4, Figla'AU 1_,1,

1../tE 40, 25:CA-3 r.-± i0 l..
utt.

/V-c-ttc13, 1:iifiR,
gL, tc:...

SgE
AtOglAt.
RTYClas ,.--i---l.."-C7D,13, sgr.:
Av)gukto

--.7'a..rckl,\-C;615.X1:700gl.4E:.

2.L.,/f-:t-c, vgr_7.togi..,
rc..
z±inkz,
--01Pailas gr:31-Clitg-thi.

77)<IJLi1z-to
LAirJavY--g-ws "ft-Cdi:gt...kf--,

COL 8

41316,

7, r,
ZIP3
/aUlT

Iwom,
--Cai-

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Knowledge

;%'----'1,1<DM-3-"CU

.0)M-AODE:LM.D-C" i,Ng-4-73,0

WEE ./-licrYCLIgZiOgt-A.i.
-0DZI.-.L7cti3oZ<40/3N-D-Cli)-§".
E:111g, 1-VA')7)`

OD -C. t

ickl-5
rotIEV

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Opinions

L3liEL1g-1D`.

CODE bE 'DC, IT, SYT.g- D-C^<1-z-f
\.

E...14,R1734D-t-C<k-11,1.

(g-D8i0got, Maffn<1,-,alt
fEstilgI.
-o-r451,(z_lia--c-g-0

Eonticti\uvv-c 1g7c-ailvLE1,5/-u-c
4.11 L.
z=onv, \/-u-Clatst,\TL5
13'.

connvoi-L,i;-govL
f1,3,51-urttIL
.C.0)1)c, (AC,If-ul::\4340?

ILDO-C

--513W4-Dt" / 8 t't

Mg IO --1Zz1,1Vt '5

IJ51jr
---,7-zcotyLt5
ictb\--CL.31)'

Stating Need / \'21::*76Inaviti1J R tog-go

tntilis-OLTOgIo
wilaDL-_--Pez-Rg-Tr_rao6Kgt
/1,0

^-4c-alL
--4-'1:-.1au15 nrckbl
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Likes/
Dislikes/
Preferences

STivIg17VA-T-8-C-4-13\O
17 L912.1L, L-D7f31787
-4-1)'0

)7 o)nina8-c-4-0
91Y --co71J(j \(.,\--c--4-.
17 $- c109..v
9v .--lav-ti(oo-3,8--claw:.1-t

fav-4-8
ALBLL.DV

aa 5
COlg-5t311, \tit

--iatc-a \

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Likes/
Dislikes/
Preferences

ER, ltOlakE171-0

WV/L LIT L9 v ::-- L-C1gLroY
ffl-PT87-T1Y.
-3M-7-0)cr-r-C, faJ V

9'2) ---(g)7:-.ia LPT8T1J50g
tivo

RE W,Z0)Lirir `.:1-g". Za)t:
e_-3513%11,1d113..l#1g-g-1J'.
n5Rt.N:.:Lla!ag l.<40LIEBUI

ELA,1271-'JlgPTO)-gtivo

VI, V6Igh,

Ig rckt,1

0)
rcrUIL3t5

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Wishes/
Wants/Desires
In Others

fvya LA, \tovvog-vi),.
fidai-3--vYa/Nre..ti\-c-v.

1V-A:113/V3-1' i\i"5-81F.:(11-C1-0

MLA, \*iLA,1-C-1-.

{1VD1J`. r#'W/M--5-87E.0-C-To

i/),
fgv//-E-JA
time cu. place i\

Ig LA 1

1:7071
1,1-Dn'

Inquiring
About or
Expressing
Wish ?,s/
Wants/Desires
In Others

,ODAlg-'6-81-E.1PD-Cilg-g-13'.

W)A(g-f.5-87El, \ -Z.5-C -TO

it oxiaf-5aLor3 LA, \--c-TO
WDA.fae-8/z-toc.-5-C-1-,,
bg)Alg..§.Xl../1P-D-CO-g-o

713 LA)

1g litili.)70'6

Reporting
Something
Said

WDA(V-3< LA zit(' tg-g-c,
VDAtf5<-5-C-4-0

OLU1RWIT-cfLWW-COVT.
L-CtOOL(,175PTIJ71-0

L-ctiom-5---Airc.Lot)n-cog
v..

0)).(gi-d< D-Co ^-'LLIVDCIAZ
^-7657,71:

L80-COZ
L050-51g/1,
tot)n-clAz
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Getting Things Done

Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Requesting ntikulug-g-

X81,10-)71.,1,
013`1:7_ L/C < re.l., \

i_-_-timt-c<tc-ogthm,.

BAlEig-CIE3A-D-Ca1\t<1r:00

fiaaNd-)4-Luvi.,-c-V31.

a-g-t&3\trctaut,vv-c-1-0

?

17 51----a1/<11.

111/J`C..

Z.:,t1,RtT<41,gthi/JV<
ri,g1,1 (V)
EA..-Ct61,1/EliN/D-CVf.
65
-er,_-_, -_,--cn<

iv1f-Ill-L.

---ciauul

<1111
Adj WO
Adj (na)li:7-4"

/-7:<

--co</--Ct

--CUIre_rc.:11/"C

--1d.U1A.,--cg-ti/
tavuresn-L

Making
Arrangements
and
Suggestions

11:EMI:lig t.,,g5t...p.
+841aL5T*T1 `.

VOA l3-).g (.. cK 5.
350)ArA/v/E226 L 5 "C'"1"/3`.

1153-CAbli,18:01,1-Clict5.

+mtaL5 (m)
VOGIL:ri-D-Cdi-cg5/3.
VOLIZ.-At5.

OAIZ.,-.4kfur,f.6L5 (la`
/JO .
1153.-C\434-1,1g.

--Cd-}
g l., ,, z 5
'4:716 L5

1g1,11,1

Inviting U \ -D Li cg IE, 6-8 g t /-03'.
1-D 1....0:::, (iI/JVP-C-T/J`.

tlickV7c7:6, 013o LiNbUlgtiu

tV, 1.,16L/C<A=I8t,10

(il-D Lica:emu\ (73\)
til.Dli,g1:5?
cOPD/E-.6-58gt /1,13V5
1J`rikliN (V)
tV., 3kt<7,--!-C1,1.

gthmvic-go7)\

Adj (i) stem t`DTE.
6

Offering/
Accepting
Food and
Beverages

9 a , fe:3-}gt/u13'.
c5s et_f_t/PD-c<700

1J`fcB1J, 1, IV/317'1J'O
figiVifitf.(,)t0Y-CtO/PYTIV.

-9 a ----, feRgic-al?
5-', AAC/regfire<r:

113/J`L5T-1-/J`.
rov;fire_otoycte.-5-c-g-
V.

gt/u7JVicktil/J`
---C<kl

/3'4 IZ: /J \

---ct
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Offering/
Accepting
Food and
Beverages

5t,
tiO /IL

cgs AritrS<, 1,17Ztif::ag"4-.
t-341,Wg<0

VOVL5.

agirct<.

Instructing/
Directing
Others to Do
Something

1=L:

EfuTtilictlirC, <3-0111.17 ck

fi< La, i_--(Dtd±(....1-C
rzt.111.
5t4"MVDIZ:c< Pia.g

-1q,

Palg, H4l,lc-51:=IlfglicK 5.

1.,10

place V
(by means of)

g-Vig ME
0817.
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Expressing Attitudes

Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Expressing
Admiration

"4- ca,\--c-Tta-A..
73]*1., 1 fire -4-4')...

Uillf-ula:IgL-CttVab \gtiv.

Ei'VEVI::cg.-5VZ-TtafA.

-1-urc-u_-_Lfg, xx-ctffim-t-A.,

-d-a-mta-A/7,-smo
c-ERLACt On td.X- .

1 z--_ta-A..,

LIJEBhilEigL-CtVIZODtt
I/1 ()/c0 .
B*M1YL:c:C-5-0..' On ta
-A..

IIZO)ta/iti
trzra.
----ct

Adj (i) I'd /M
Adj (i) + N
ck<
L-Ct tal

td"..
Adj (na) + N
# t

Expressing
Interest/
Disinthmst

M.F1-.-5.--Cg-td.
ztuglta, fra-DtgJlal-C.T.
gdiC,NU/RIOAVIO*TV.

'D Ls t@a*VVO g-To
< :.:,',1R1)Y-C-4-0

Adj (i) stem --5

Cacz5gi./Wlit_.
ft.MIZ/41,1
t (prefix)

Expressing
Regret

Kt-CU/Ezra.
MOIEIT-Tn.".
-..t-tia, oti-g-tiura-A..0
XV.Tutztta-A..

t, -DLtN-4.-6'N8-CLJ1.2..
, R./3c1.-5----D-Cli(1.0l.,7---c_.

vgit8ItAl/-CLigli1gl.if-..0
t 'D biERZ /1/"C LAt.
NAC)ra-g"T L.L.ODIE,

%CA On

, /\'13'15.--D-r5v3-37L.
giteilE.R115'0 -DI-J-_.
t "D L. TIM fu it".. "D kto

Afgotavt-L-:.-DLa-c_.

----C1/5 (5.05)

oa-T, 01:

Expressing
Apology

-Td-i,gtivo
a< 4 D-C, 1-g.i.gthi0
L'i 0 lul- 0.
L 5 t fuT 1...7.t.
EtILARVOgtfuTLAt.

lfg-tfu.

----C (reason)
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Expressing
Apology

TA731E1J 1:7.

WilLIENCD-Cillg-

Adj (i)stemb.D7f:

o-yto

Expressing
Wishes

D-C</E8(,\
<ft<1.-00g-g-ck.51,=.0

Tar,

<n<r-c-tzLouNta.

\LAO

1-'787YnITE-1-Dic=j3c0PD

Reacting to
Offers,
Requests,
Suggestions,
Invitations

t O, 3R1J1(tR3)tYIi
(go, tpt3NoL,r,'....

4"<*POgIc.
(go. tNi,Ev..-)u1E.:0

IPLAD-Coli-jz.-'11-j-g-413\0

5..-DLFFIRtf/J\73`/-t)

*BVEI7:03, u\--cog-To
UMATVd*.A...

LI-3-Ct(J11,1-C-4-0

t 7), RUIg4".

ZIco
to8veuvu-c--4-0-e.

--i-}--#83,1L.48Atto3ickt,10)7.
LiR

9gttiuP0
fg!VEUIA/Z-1-131, xascs

3/us 4073,
5/-us -4"<kb.6(40/c)

i_JA.4-D-Ctr5.A."&

5ct Lg<V4/31/Vilfurf":11
L.

L-D5-ctoocgo
tAge(la/J\gr)7aoi10

t-D1)'<1e..11L, 71<aliB1 g
cZJo

L, 081)1A,U\lu72.1-1 hiC111L/

L5ST't

-11
./J1/1-Y2f.

L.
tt8P4641/1
Ifif4SA.D tt -3 re:0)1Z,
L1A/7:111L.
tUf58/7:11,\Aitt_TIL,
Igs 5r -D
5v3-D-co

eitffitn1,5-cLtz

ti-35

---CL/g5/-5kb5

E.T_Lia-tJE'DZO-3

I'DiJ1
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Expressing 8A El la, WJJ't lAlgtju.
Degree of 7iSUi.. 1/11,1X%1E-g-Clicg 5.
Certainty

/J`tlA140
L63/1, Tb-5/1-e2.
-35

Expressing ttid< ELIEtikW:35LJEBUI.,
Degree of "4-0

Certainty .5-11/0`L513`40/3'iOfth,
vamas *7.-t
\73`tlAlgtfru.

*Z1i's 5k41,vv-)iyto-th,c,

ELIEtsZ

--1J`L51J`

7J`...til
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Organizing and Maintaining Communication

Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Attracting
Attention

0)5.
VD5. c k'D to

kfli N.

4: :i ts lilL1gIV. 1)1

Expressing
Compre-
hension

Igli), r)vv_s)gL4F-_.
, -t 5-C1-13.

7,7tIg L.
viato.t---5--c-g-n\o

5his 4013`-prif0

ts\--571,0

)\--b-DIgu.

Expressing
Lack of
Compre-
hension

..' o.
407D\ Ugt/u.

5,:g-Dts .14-D-C-F1,10

icti-p< 0, SE9A1, \ 1...

-t0)129;laffl-C-4-/)`.
-11,1aL51/11)°0
c<ritlAttt)ii`Ugtib.

mvo-c-o,I.

'50-3t. i4-DZ.

ct<n/P37a1,1/iiin1L.

-.--D, -.D1)1L 5 L../F-..0)?

.ttl, L51,1574[V

fV /-urc:11
L

--Ct

Asking for
Repetition or
Rephrasing ts5AMEW1L/-1-0

t5-1k7A-D-C<Tift,\.
-4-3-i-th,..
--41.1a, L5t,\5(72L-"CL -g51)\.

LPcbl,V,Zur0

t5an-DL,N5-D-avzt1."-31 "T

1g/3'0E1*g-171g, f(f-C4-1)'.
lat\o-gonvvog-4-vo

10
t 5-1, ZiRlil.

t5a, fr-7,-D--co

0)/g-- -D7Z-1?

---fig--c-g---ogL,Ity,\,,
05

1-j13'0)667,-C1T?
(aPayg--1.,\S

L505C.L
--C (L) 1./N5
---Lv-Dt.f,c5/L

Ig13\0)
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Asking How
to Say
Something In
Japanese

EI*85-CTITC-4-/)`.
-4-1,gBgET1-0LOOIY3'.
El -31,11,1g-TtNo
Bill-CL-31/1-Dre_c51,11,1-C-1.13'0

B*85-CfaJ?
EigE-CfirCi/150)?
Ei*IETL51,1-50)?
8UITL51,1Dir-L131,10?

T(by means of)
L I.15
L5
7E6 (M

Asking How
to Write
Something
Mentioned

-'41,1, 04:3137;c/739)31-AN-4---C
E-5E8-4-73`.
L-5S1,1if:r3till, It`, -C<7-:-:1

I, \

.-0)13::

i.A81,1 F'D.J iicV0g-V:P.

---C (by means of)

Asking
Someone to
Explain What
They Said

-.41,1a, L 5 U1.5WW-C-g-V. -4-t.D---c, L5i,),-5pacv
c<4-3/0`65E, MeAlittiltE-11 c<401J-51",:::NBAL/Ct
g t iti1J`.
og, n-Dij\-b-Drd.E.,tv, cg<4-)13N --q-,,-:EL

t-DLAMIL-A-Dt<TC:11.

L-505
ct5E

Adj (na)IZ:

Inquiring/
Expressing
Decision

tra*wr_Lig-g-..

IMTUIL,1-CV.:P.
BABla, -551,7_0g.

-551:1/1ELIEL/"To

tAg<ianAia--g- (ID/
ck) 0
NATM1?
Emeja5.1:1,1 (t)/
co o

51b::"4"Z (t)/
ck) .

TM\
--g-T

E LIZ-A-6

Expressing
Intention

BA 8 Ig, -551a 1.z5 LEI,Ig-To
meg, 55100t0--C-T.
-3Lictla:7;t-Dtf.65t1,17.7.tZ-Dt0T

-4-.

R-f 9 1:-L-01:_, .7/l/1-f H L..

gl..
4-)LRoilz/-1J--c--4-0

V5Lii-St-5

1::Ick,6

Expressing
Capability/
Possibility

filiggEtlffi*-4".
fillard.EMMA-C-T.
75 -_-.)xilialoi4"4-ClatOt

hi.
vlig-5.-czijimtg-g-0

filig-OgiMgt-TELVffi5M1-.
tm.4-1-c, vr-_-_.2.4-1--t-Ainit-Lo

---,V 7.'8
VL<Lil
Adj (naMigtjal

latjCT/34t6
(::: L /31 -C 8'"

lat,\/tgoti.
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Expressing
Cause/Reason

(.,17)\13P-Y87'I.
-31.,1U/D\-DtEGY-05RLLIA/\gLit_--..

n-.-5ref.t3,13.RIZ:.15-8l.. 5.
1ffii`13-t5g-- DTL.,,t5.
X2TiA2131fAttingl.,7Z-2.

-tv-3
OYC

--C (because of)

Expressing
Problems

liOglite..td.A.
-0Y-C

1E4

Tg2ASAn5v3-D1c-_. (o/fu --Clig5
1-:...1)

100EUV41,10 . Li/3'. 7.-:,z II

L51. i ,:-5
-tt-tiaran on ra.

M/Y41,10)T, ti -D-Clilg-T.
III-Dif:CLIZ:Licki0Ukt.
X841342§1,:g-D-alg-To

o /Et Ore-Trd.
IN2M.,,t1-CL/g-D1.f./V-C-§-0

100F9Liii,VOgth,Q
L5L/lick5.

Expressing
Complaint

Ri-cM.,1/3tUg-Tra.
ZI-JurcklZ.:),I)1Za\fuT.In`.
gr.:- ffiWCtiVati1h1C1.13.
1,1<c34hrn, ciZ

%car3t-LgLirt...

/ --5-Vri-CLigt,\gt_.,k--_,0

VOILittlAtO)A/Nt1341,g1...
7.
N81::< ON,y-c-qta .A.
ttitiCtiP,3-ME< c l'VaitiC L. ; 5.

1 \.21-L-Liyri.v.Di-z.-...

ttitrald-AZ:< I, l'-'4= t;civ1:716

5.

Adj (na) + N
1-1.1.C. n`

---/g-
Adj (i) + N
151/1-.SNIStIZ
(Passive)
Passive + Zl...5
-t.1341,

C <1,1
7 a hiC tr2.35

Expressing
Obligation

rei'Al...41--)11,1g4v)g-t-/-1,
Wil.4.(../rjg<--cia7c-tlog-tit.,.
'4-'1aai4lirctreiM-g-ZE-ILIZ:4i0
"I.
ma, LfrotogRciai,,8-tivo

Ot1e..11L, -. 5.t...' .t/-u.
t DLM3g1-6/\87-1.0

IMMt...4111;Ott.
igtimutt<cb.

411t-llgrc-034;g0
^-la<ZIgt-c6tal
E.:LIE.ts

4ult-)o-i-Liaonv-ct
IA

-../\a

Giving
Advice

<VJEr-C:g5/A1,17-4-c.
-/-viar:LI, l.41111J5M11,1-C-4-.

<47.--5--,.-., L3- --crtio

k"..-1g51)11,1(,1
ts1,11a5V1,10
/t6L -5

3
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Functions Formal Less Formal Structure

Asking for/
Giving
Permission
Expressing
Approval/
Disapproval

5/\4*-D-Ctl,11,1-CL,cg 51i'.

I\/-_. I, 11, 1--C-Tc.

E.T.Z.:11:11-D-Ct, f3`glilg th.

"......, L5-.
lffilffil.-,-c<tttllivt.-413N0

-.-t-L-C1,1(,1 (MIM) -CT.

-1-1.1gr5cK -.-) LIDO g.T.
thiCtVO ,,t-titio
1,11.,1*A., ZLICTEIgglirC<IL-1,10

ffIg1PORZL1-ClatzabTI.,.

../-u4C--Llittal,11/gtiu/tt:dp-C

EllE7.-CZIV11,1ck5ILL,Lfct5.

5.5"0-Dtt1,11,1 M.,175
/Ptt) .
5h,, (,11.,\ (4)/,d;)
C. E.11:1 -D-Ct1,1t17iVa.

iffdp (ck/i) .
1111/7-Z61.

LArCt41/1.

5=Lit'Ign`i0R-CU15,0kftt
O'n cK.

..A.,7aELL./5PU1117c0,1/

(7...E.TE18:17.6101_-_Lic
5.

---"C1(11
V Ict / 1J` l_.13

--Cti3vgWat 1

4<-CtUll,1

---Ign10

--Ciat, \rmi,viclm

Prohibiting C. ETIMM 0,R4D7.."61-C' < kfC_c 1,1.

TMt:Ogt-D-CiglillIgthi.

LliffigAnt,t.
Wstr) Mit

MT
.ta.fr,3-i1-3M (0.

1J`18:141IZ:, '4VIZ7A-Clgl,\11
g-thio

mmogz4-DI-c-o,\51,-_-.L.,g1_,,,g-50

Ei7..--CTMIIRt)/Zzl/17'.
TM (113t.D.5 vtzf-:.61).

W,1-C'<it,'.1,1
^ tigli11141/1/Teab

.7Jg(prohibition)

V stem (command)

VIZ

ic-a1cg -51,171"

Expressing
Friendship

&it L'iv., 0 M-titAN.
&i.C.C' L. (,t 5?

INITTVY8 -5 A.,--c -4-ta.

&IL: vt-sl,1 (0)/1`) .

VAR& On lg.
lairczo85-avh,r,-2..ta.

Hypothe-
sizing

t L., IWA1J113t1;=..t3L 5 l_J-4-1J`.
t Li 75f '3, i:t-Drc_LIJ7E.131-cE

517E6

tl..Ll1t3
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General Vocabulary
Numbers

k.
1/) 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
20
30
100
1,000
10,000
one item
two items
three items
four items
five items
six items
seven items
eight items
nine items
ten items

Counters
piece

(4--: Al
person
dollar

F9 yen
long object

ff volume (bound object)
2 footgear
tZ flat object

frequency (times)

t) BB birds/rabbits
cup/spoon

11/..0 tf house

1t:U1
vehicles/electronics

RR big animal

O8 small animal

7 5
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Frequency
GI-Dt always

usually
cK< often
L8L8 Miq sometimes
# #J # times
It/3\U 1 #0 # times

tra everyday
iaLA,L. (-1,7g(I) almost never
CJILt (..-tctUI) not even once
-g-<" at once/soon

Time/Duration
#
#i-S-\/-13

#LAD51J`h,
#13`13

03/1,
#V-D
#1:5

15-'D /3\

3J. 'D i3
c /3'
(./ VIM`

nUlt\
7-c-g01'

LL

513'

\
fg-D7J\

ELL.
61,14g/1i
acttah,

# o'clock
# minutes
half past #
# weeks
# months
# hours
# years
name of month
days of the month
first (day of the month)
second
third
fourth
fifth
sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
twentieth
a.m.
p.m.
this year
next year
last year

Month
Ehtlp this month
1.501-f-D next month

hI1D 5A last month

Week
KD 5 this week

1301./05 3ka next week
last week

Days of the Week
'cZ55 -day

1cg50" BNB Sunday
11-DcP.5 JEJBWB Monday

rf Tuesday
-g-Ulct-t50 *Big Wednesday
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t<cg5U
8iu5LY
LGt50
805
8ct5
V2/E.
t/u(YD
VL.LU\

cD Thursday
Friday

±fill El Saturday
B yesterday

1-513 today
B tomorrow

3'EE1
the other day
the day before yesterday

BiNk B the day after tomorrow
ago

Ordinal Number
#12:7`3V-a) g141Mg

#Igivz iteio
class period (first hour)
the #th

Asking for Information
ictiE (tav--) Waat?

WLere?
How much? (price)
Who?

t,
When?
What kind of? (description)

L5LIC/4t
Why?

Pointing To
this one
that one

n that one (over there)

En which one
this
that

ZO)N
that (over there)

LON
which

Describing How to do an Action
this way
that way
that way (pointing away or
imagining

L5
how? (what way?)

wyrc:
how to-

N6KI) 5 "-EP in the middle of an action

Sequencing first

1 al:/t0C
first of all

ir=1,11,1"5
first
next
after that

1/1-(.711Z

lastly

IlJLIC MALL.--C in conclusion
after that
before that
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Preference
PT 8 like

8130 Olt I dislike
Praising Other's Skill
l..1:cg 5 V' _LT good at/skillful
Expressing Capability/Ability

<1,1 good at
Al gMg- confidence

not good at/unskillful
IZ.: 1PC not good at
Expressing Degree of Performance/Preference
13'40 considerably

fairly
5cZ.DL a little

as expected
grzf not yet
W-vg not so much
Degree of Prediction

surely
probably

Location
_L on

UTC-: under
73\ cri inside

in front
1../6 at the back

between
LIct 0 next toTg Ttri before
70v40 -side (right, left)

near
alongside

# # floor
Direction

A south
87c1 north

east
west
right

1O left
straight
this way

6 that way
that way (over there)L56 which way

Weather
1,10-Citi8 good weather

rainy
fart sunny
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cloudy
KD8 2 snowy

windy
rztliltSv5 8111 typhoon

warm
VDC/ 1 Ni.,1 hot

t..1,1 Ut.,1 cold
-TV LAI1 .-,c, L., ly 1 cool

Sea,6ons
az 6 spring
7-3 N summer

autumn
15\0 winter

Describing Colors
WA 1 tli \ red

blue
l....3U1 IE11,1 ,..thite

<61,1 Iglil black
yellow
green

8U16(./1

brown
1,i gray

beige
ZL/"...v9U16 orange
Cf.58(A-5 lk. purple

stark red
g -D < 6 AX pitch black
g "D L.6 An pure white

AO
dark
pale/light

Descriptors
low

IL1J`1, 1 AO high/expensive/tall
-381,1 large/tall

WA 1
ii\l.,1
Ali 1

small
long

1

Zity) short
abundant

RYCA`l, 1

few/little
ISZI., 1 old

I

'Cb.g-1,1

t glit
U6())

ttpzi,,
ttout,1
ckul (uv,\)
tDzi,\

Itgc,i,))

Vil

Lti7L.\11/:1

Eli 1

cheap
wide/broad/vast
narrow
dark
light
enjoyable

bad
good

VE:13L/G\ new

:

I ...----....-
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Verbs
C5.6 to be/exist (inanimate)
1)1Z to be/exist (animate)

to go
to come
to return (come back)
to wait

TC: i N .6 A/NZ to eat
CO3 to drink
4--sc mn to read
13< a< to write
8 < 114< to hear/listen

to see/watch
IA4-4. M-g- to talk/speak
L-6 INZ to take
.4.Z to do/play sports

to use
7-E-D Si'D to stand
VD.6 IIZ to sit

Z< *< to walk
tauz tz to run
I.,1Z HZ to need

t 5 It 5 to think
4073'Z '213'Z/NZ to know/understand
1.2-6 MZ to know/be aware of
Etf: -AZ g -AZ to answer
1,1-5 A.5 to say
-CZ WZ to go out
tablz Az to enter
la L'ittZ PiRtZ to start
M)-7.o. 0.4DZ to end
-8-DfIZ giAillIZ to be careful


